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Reader Confidence Founded
Upon Editorial Sincerity
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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June 14, 1945
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GENERAL PATTON LEADS SUNDAY'SCHOOL

Present Quarters
Make Operation
Burden Too Heavy
Snake In Patient's •
Room Brings Decision
At Meeting Monday Night

log At $89,375 With
Three Weeks To Hit
$125,000 Quota

Board Grants
Stadium Use

tO

Thursday, Friday And Saturday, Aug. 23-24-25
Tentatively Fixed As Dates; No Donations Will
Be Asked But Admission Will Be Charged
At Gate; Prominent Stables Promise To Send Entries

Princeton will have its horse show again this summer,
with the Country Club as sponsor and every indication that
the event will attract more entries from prominent stables
and.be one of the foremost shows in western Kentucky.
Princeton
likely
will
have
no
urgent need for purchase of
Decision to sponsor this year's horse show was taken
frospital after October 1, it havre War Bonds of all types to
by directors of the Country Club at a meeting held last
ing been decided by the operatthis county's quota was reFriday night, after discussion of a proposal from the Horse
ing board to abandon the present
in reports of sales in the
Show Association, by the terms of which the sponsor agrees
service on that date at a meeting
War Loan as complied for
held Monday night,-Gordon Listo pay the association 10 percent of any net profit and to
C. F. Engelhardt, • chairman,
Susan Frances Mater
anby, president, said.
day night when total of all
Year-old daughter of Capt. stand all losses.
The decision was reached beother than E-Bonds was
Permission to hold the horse
and Mrs. M. J. Alster and grandcause of insuperable burdens in
show in Butler Stadium has been
at 472,940 and the E-Bond
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
attempting
to
continue
operatgranted, Clyde Kercheval, chairI at 449,375'
Gregory, who is here with her
ing the hospital in the present
man of the committee to wait on
The two Princeton banks and
mother for the duration. Captain
quarters,
members
of
the
board
postoffice had sales amountthe City Board of Education in
Alster is stationed in Labrador,
said.
this regard, reported. There is to
to 476,875 and this included
with the U. S. Engineers.
Mrs. I. B. Tanner, superintendbe no use of the stadium for
goo worth previously reportent,
said
Wednesday
it
is
Make
imposApplications
workouts, days or nights precedsold by the women's cornCAMP
CAMPBELL
WILL
sible
to
keep
vermin
out
of
the
ing the show, it was stipulated.
tee, Mrs. Frank G. Wood, Gen. George S. Patton, Jr., leads the Sunday School class of Episcopal Church or Our Saviour at San
Here 7 Days Ahead
building.
Gabriel,
Calif.,
in
singing
"Onward Christian Soldiers." The church is the same one in which the comTentative plans call for the
an.
Sunday afternoon a patient RECEIVE MORE MEN FOR
Of Need, Advice
event to be presented Thursday,
Grand total of all types of War mander of the Third Army was baptized and confirmed. (AP Wirephoto)
was
badly
frightened
when
she
I
purchased in Princeton
REPROCESSING CENTER
Effective Saturday, June 15, Friday and Saturday, Aug. 23,
woke and found a five-foot
• Caldwell county up to MonA large number of officers and all gasoline coupons will be issu- 24 and 25, with the Thursday
snake
on
the
dresser
in
her
room.
ed by the OPA mailing center at program being staged in the old
• night was reported as $162,The snake was believed to enlisted men will soon be at Louisville. Robert Jacob, chief baseball park, at the west end of
5, against the county's quota
Camp
Campbell,
it
was
reported
have entered through a hole in
$325,000. The campaign ends
clerk of the County War Price Main street, and perhaps, mule
the baseboard of the room oc- this week with arrival there of and Rationing Board, said Wed- and halter rings on Court Square.
30 for all except the ECoL
Lyman
D.
Judson
and
other
cupied by Mrs. Lewis Fleckner,
Bedford McChesney, last year's
deadline for which is
nesday.
Red Cross Workers To
Dalton, who was to have gone staff officers who are expected
All persons applying for gaso- manager of the horse show and
y 7. The E-Bond quota is
Caldwell county's end of the ' from the Illinois Central Rail- home Monday. She
to head a new reprocessing and
left Sunday,
line, for any use, must do so at president of the association, said
MO.
Fill Containers For
Princeton-Hopkinsville road will road crossing in Fredonia to the •after Dr. Frank Giannini killed redeployment center there. Lt.
the local OPA office in the court- he had been in contact with
The Fredonia Valley Bank reLyon
county
Col.
Roscoe
line.
Murray,
well
known
Use Overseas
be surfaced this summer with
the snake. The hole in the basesale of 412,500, all in Ein Princeton, made the announce- house, at least seven days before numerous exhibitors and was
The Kuttawa-Fredoinia road,
Thirty Princeton women have bituminous seal coating, accord- from the junction with US 62 board was repaired Monday, Mrs. ment but gave no definite figures their actual need, Mr. Jacob said. assured they would send their
s, Dr. Engelhardt said Toescompleted 432 Red Cross kit ing to an advertisement of the in Kuttawa to the Caldwell Tanner said.
For non-highway use it will be fine horses here if Princeton put
morning.
At a called meeting of the as to how many men the camp especially important to get ap- on such a show as last year's. He
From the Kansas City Federal bags for distribution among State Highway Department ap- county line, 9.594 miles, to be
will
receive.
plications in early to avoid being said the local show should be
rye Bank, allocation of $1,- service men, it was announced pearing in this issue of The treated with bituminous seal Hospital Board Monday night,
without gasoline, as some days planned on the dates suggested
worth of bonds to this county Tuesday by Mrs. Henry Sevison, Leader, but no provision has cost, also is advertised in the several members are reported to
must necessarily elapse between above, so as to cooperate with
a purchase made by the chairman of the project. Three been made Mr surfacing the same notice, as is the Poole- have insisted the hospital be Three Young Boys Are
the time applications are filed the Murray show, sponsored by
continent Petroleum
Co.; group chairmen, Mrs. K. L. Christian county portion of this Beech Grove road, from the closed at once but others pre- Convicted Of Felonies
here and the return of the the Women's Club and annually
the Federal Reserve Bank Barnes, Mrs. Ernest Childress much-used route, approximately junction with the US 41 highway vailed with the suggestion that
coupons from Louisville, the a great success.
Si Louis. $1.000 purchased by and Mrs. Hazel Dobbins, were 16 miles of none too good rock- at Poole to Green River at East- a final attempt be made to obtain In Circuit Court Here
funds with which to start a new
No solicitation of financial
H. A. McElroy Co., and from appointed by Mrs. Henry Sevi- bound macadam.
Three Caldwell county juvenil- OPA offical pointed out.
wood Ferry, 9.246 miles.
hospital here, and the decision
donations will be made, with
Atlanta Federal Reserve son for the purpose of selecting
The State Highway DepartLetting of contracts on all the to continue the operation until es were indicted, tried and conwhich to provide premiums, and
victed at the present term of John E. Baker Wins
42500 purchased by the 10 women each to assist with ment also is asking for bids, for projects is set for Friday, June
October 1 resulted.
the county fair section will be
them Bell Telephone Co., the project.
Circuit Court as follows: Dalton
similar treatment, on 2.358 miles 29, at the Frankfort office of the
there is indication that the Sartin, 15, one
abandoned, it was decided.
The begs, ordered by the local of the Prectorehriltddyvine road State Highway Department.
added to this county's total
year for store- Army M. C. Commission
public realiies the' very greet
Instead of cash donations to
John Elliot Baker was comweek, all three purchases Red Cross Chapter, will be filled
breaking; Orville Riley, 17, one
loss to the community which
missioned a first Hautenant in meet the expense of $2800 given
in C-Bonds, the chairman with a soap box, soap, deck of
Sgt. James W. McCaslin, will result' if the hospital is year for grand larceny, and Ed the
Army Medical Reserve in premiums, for trophies, ribcards, cigarettes or smoking toJohnson, Jr., Negro, 15, two
abandoned and there is no serv- years for
Missing, Then Prisoner,
Allocation of $200,000 in War bacco and cigarette papers, shoe
house breaking. The Corps at the Vanderbilt School bons, etc., last year, this year's
ice here, especially for handling
boys are in jail awaiting sent- of Medicine Monday, July 11. He show will charge admission at
by State Treasurer Tom polishing cloth, pencil, envelopes
cxpected Home Sunday
emergency cases, the board may ence,
won. reported previously, has and paper, hard candy, shoeMrs. Leona Trader said will go to Touro Infirmary, New the gate and the scale prices to
ASgt. James W. McCaslin, miss- decide to keep the present Wednesday.
Orleans. July 1, for his interne- be fixed later, and sell advertiscome through yet, the chair- laces, match box, razor blades,
ing in action in Germany, Dec- hospital going a while . . but
ship. Lieutenant Baker is the ing in a souvenir catalog.
said.
sewing case and a book.
Coach Fares In Kenember 18, 1944, and since then only for emergency cases and
All other horse shows in Kenson of Mrs. H. A. Keach, HopkinsWomen making these kits
Undergoes Appendectomy
tucky Put Back At
in a Nazi prison, :until April 29, not for general treatment, Mr.
villa, and a former resident here. tucky and Tennessee charge adwere: Mesdames John McLin,
J
Elizabeth
Worrell,
employe
of
Lisanby
said.
when he returned to military
Mrs. R. L. Putman, Highland mission, it was shown, and wide
Alice Babbs, John Loftua, Chas.
Lower Level
the Farmers National Bank, un- Avenue, attended the graduation acceptance of the event here
contaol, telephoned his family
McLin, J. C. Arnold, Hazel Dob(By Associated Press)
here from Boston that he hoped
derwent an appendectotny at exercises with Mr. and Mrs. last year gives indication the.
bins, Henry Sevison, R. S. Jacob,
Lexington, June 13 — A sav- to be home Sunday. His wife rePrinceton Hospital Monday. Her Keach and Mrs. Charles Matti- public hereabouts will support
P. L. Funk, Rudy Cantrell, R. D. ing of approximately $600,000
the show well, the sponsors were
ceived a War Department teleNanrhie Jacob, W. D. Armstrong, annually for railroad coach
condition
was reported satis- son in Nashville Monday.
gram last weekend, reported he
advised.
Leech, Lee Cardin, R. U. Kevil, passengers traveling within the
Ten From Princeton
factory
Tuesday.
Miss
Worrell
is
was back with the U. S. Army.
Present at the meeting were:
Mrs. Nettie G. Feeney, New
Allison Akin, Charles Hubbard, borders of Kentucky will result
a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Orleans, is the guest of relatives Bedford McChesney, Clyde KerGo To Kuttawa Springs Roy Rowland, R. W. Ogilvie, from the Supreme Court's deciRoy Rowland, Dr.
Worrell, W. Main street.
cheval, Edwin Lamb, J. F. Grahere.
Leslie Cash, J. F: Claycombe, J. sion throwing out an Interstate Caldwell Soldier Is
This Week
ham, Carl Sparks, Merle Drain,
Ralph Blazier Cross
H. Calloway, K. P. Hopgood, J. M. Commerce Commission order inThe Young People's Conference
Killed On Okinawa
Iley McGough, Alvin Lisanby,
Tichenor, Lindsey Gales, Lloyd creasing intrastate coach fares in
Burning
Sands
the Christian Youth FellowJ. B. Lester, Grayson Harrelson
Mrs. Ruby Richards, of the
Beck, Duke Pettit, Jr., Charles four southern states.
Princeton
sent
a
delegation
of
' of the First Christian Wadlington, Gene Chandler,
and G. M. Pedley, representing
Dalton community, has received
the executive committees of the
J. E. Marks, who acted in an a telegram from the War De- 40 Nobles and their wives to
is being held this week Mary Eldred, Mary Loftus, Z. C.
Paducah
last
Thursday
for
the
Horse Show Association and the
Kuttawa Mineral Springs, is Nave, Audie Green, Virginia advisory capacity for the Ken- partment, advising her son,
Country Club.
tucky Railroad Commission, and Zack, was killed in action, May annual spring ceremonial of
announced by the Rev. C. Hodge.
Rizpah
Shrine,
at
which
80
appeal before 25, on Okinawa.
Brooks. pastor.
Committees named by Grayson
Mesdames Kenneth Barnes, T. who argued the
novices, including Roy Rowland
Attending are Anna French, R. Buttermore, Glen Cartwright, the Supreme Court,. made the
Harrelson, presi
n t of the
and
Ralph
Blazier,
Princeton,
d Winters, Ima Hughes,
and said his figure was Mrs. John Chilton Is
Country Club, at a meeting held
.Farmer, John Graham, estimate
Glen
were
led
across
the
burning
a Jane Stallins, Sue Darbased on present State Railroad Recovering After Operation
Tuesday night, June 12, to have
Henry Talley, A. G. Butler,
sands. More than 600 Shriners
Connie Beshears, Dorothy Robert Coleman, M. T. Guess, Commission, which had refused
active chare of various phases
Chilton
underwent
Mrs.
John
attended.
, Marietta Stalling, Billy Birdie Nichols, Edward Varble, to authorize the increase originalof the horse show, are as follows:
a major operation at Jennie
A parade through the downCartwright and Twyman Ernest Childress, Earl Adams, ly, and the Commonwealth of Stewart Hospital, Hopkinsville,
Softball Game At Butler Stadium Friday Night
Advertising: J. B. Lester, John
the
feature
of
town
streets
was
Kentucky, joined in the appeal
• The conference will close
Morgan, Glenn Farmer, Roy
Robert Putman, Charlie Hawkins,
Friday.
Her
condition
is
much
ceremony,
the
public
part
of
the
Promises
Fun
For
Spectators
And
Funds
to the Supreme Court with three
y.
Rowland, Hugh Cherry and
Basil Haile, Howard Rice, G. E.
improved, a relative said Tues- led to the Rizpah uniformed
The Intermediate Group of French, J... J. Rosenthal, A. M. other states.
For Underprivileged Children; Bryant Squad
Mark Cunningham.
day.
divan. Following the
pastrol
and
C. Y. F. was at Kuttawa Jones, H. A. Goodwin, W. L.
Marks said the decision means
Promotion and Publicity: G.
parade, a banquet was served
Practices
But
Blazier's
"Boys" Conserve Strength
last week, their period Mays, R. S. Gregory, Clyde a reduction of 25 percent in
the Shriners and their ladies.
After carefully assessing all victory. Doc Blazier, on the M. Pedley, Tom Simmons, Iley
g Friday. Attending were Hamby, Lonnie Cartwright, S. J. coach fares on the Louisville & Ceiling Prices On Cars
Attending from Princeton were available players, Capt. Ralph other hand, says he has refrained McGough and Virgil Smith.
Ia Dean Stallins, Wilma
Nashville railroad and the SouthWalter Towery, Walter Varble,
Tickets: Saul Pogrotaky, ConLowry, Frances Carr, Ernest ern Railway, and somewhat less- To Be Reduced July 1
Blazier, of the Kiwanis Old Men, from letting his oldsters try way Lacey, Mark Cunningham
Prince, Norma Sue CartCeiling prices for used Breck Boitnott, I.' C. Glover,
any workouts, fearing results
O'Hara, W. S. Larkins, C. F. er amounts on the Chesapeake &
and Larry Pedley.
passenger cars, sold by either Frank Gordon, Rumsey Taylor, has selected his softball team to would make it impossible for and John E. Young.
Engelhardt, L. 0. Hamby, Merle Ohio and the Illinois Central.
dealers or private owners, will Frank Franklin, C. A. Horn. Dr. uphold the honor of that organi- him to field a team when game
Grounds: Clyde Kercheval,
Juanita
Waggener,
now
Clifford "Kip" McConnell, Drain, W. C.
Fares on all four lines
be reduced 4 percent July 1, in C. F. Engelhardt, Gordon Lisan- zation against Capt. K. V. time arrives.
Edwin Lamb, C. A. Horn, Ralph
, is on furlough visiting his Wilson, C. A. Griffin, Ray Farm- will be restored to the previous accordance with "Rollback" pro- by, Henry Sevison, Grayson
Bryant's obstreperous Rotary
Some talk "ringers" has been Blazier, Carroll Wadlington,
here. He will report to er, Tom Young, Miss Edyth level, Marks said.
visions of the used car price Harrelson, Saul Pogrotsky, E. 0. Colts in Butler Stadium Friday heard, a Kiwanian declaring this Hewlett Morgan and John
Allen,
Gray
Brasher,
H.
C.
ClayY Jane 26th.
Administrator
regulation,
Price
night . . . and whatever the out- expedient would be necessary if Mahan.
Moore.
Chester Bowles announced. Also ton, Earl Adams, Roy McDowell, come, both leaders say they will even seven innings are played,
Methodist Women To
Concessions: Merle Drai n,
to be reduced 4 percent July 1, Mark C unningham, Philip have no alibis, a statement hard but both sides have signed an Merle Brown, Clifton Pruett, Dr.
Hear Missionaries
are charges allowed for extra Stevens, Dr. W. D. Ramage, Ira to take.
iron-clad
contract forbidding C. H. Jaggers.
The Women's Society of Christ- equipment on used cars such as Fears, A. M. Jones.
The game will get under way non-members of the two clubs to
Horse Show: W. C. Sparks,
VI
Ladies from Princeton attend- (it is hoped) at 7:30 o'clock, with take any part in the contest
ian Service of the Methodist heaters, radios and other inbuilt
churches in this area will hold a items having additions to base ing: Mesdames Walter Towery, proceeds going to the Undar- other than as stretcher-bearers, Hearne Harrelson, J. F. Graham,
Walter Varble, I. C. Glover, privileged Children's funds of water boys or spectators, if not Bedford McChesney, Billy Mcdistrict meeting June 19, at 10 ceiling prices.
Coat. Ralph Cash, writing
Connell.
Frank Franklin, C. F. Engel- both clubs,
Memorial
Ogden
o'clock,
at
actually playing.
Elsensee, Austria, to his
Music: K. V. Bryant.
hardt, Roy Rowland, 0. E. Allen,
Methodist Church, with an all- Rotarians Enjoy Musical
The official line-ups as carried
Anibulances will be provided
ts, Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cash,
Gray Brasher, Earl Adams, Roy by G. Homer Brown and the in the program follows:
day session. Edna Caye Archer program Tuesday Night
Of hie experiences in
taking
McDowell, W. D. Ramage, Missand Mary Curry will be the guest
Kiwanis Old Men: Howard Mc- Gov. S. S. Willis To Open
of a large concentration
Mrs. Bernice M. Davis, Miss es Carwin Cash, Pamelia Gordon. Morgan Funeral Home and
speakers. Mrs. Archer is a
Troop No.: 39, Boy Scouts, will Connell, catcher; R. Blazier,
which, under the Nazis,
McCaslin
and
Miss
Virginia
Frankfort's Horse Show
Methodist missionary, having
have a first aid crew on hand. pitcher; P. Dunn, first base; C.
18,000 Jews and political
Margaret Terry Davis gave a
• (By Associated Press)
Java; Sumatra and
in
Jaggers,
served
Horn,
R.
Taylor
or
C.
will
sit
on
the
playA.
Physicians
entertain- $1 Green Fee Levied
with a death rate of
the musical program for
of
outbreak
Frankfort,
June 12 — Goverbefore
Malaya,
whatever
second
base;
Claude
P'Pool,
era'
bench
trk
render
day, when the Americans
ment of the Rotary Club at As
war with the Japanese. All Tuesday night meeting, which For Guest Golfers
aid possible when casualties shortstop; J. Graham or W. D. nor Willis will formerly open
charge.
Memfiers of the Princeton
denominations are cordially inArmstrong, third base;a3. Morgan the Frankfort Lions Club's twoAt death rate has been rewas pronounced highly enjoy- Cmintry Club are reminded that occur.
vited to attend this meeting.
Programs carrying :he corn- or Edwin Lamb, short field; M. day horseshow Friday night,
•
Captain Cash write*. to
able by members present.
they -may not take residents of
sYmpathies of Drain or R. Rowland, right field; Chairman William H. May said.
311,..a,,day. The prisoners,
Princeton or Caldwell county to members of both clubs (who Dick Gregory, left field; 31 B.
The show committee said 60
"practically walking
Truman Asks Citizens
Stone Co. To
Bluff
Cedar
the club as guests a,nd that there hope not to be called on to Lester or Joe McMican, center to 70 top show horses from this
• S wrapped
in skin", when
AAA
Through
Release Lime
is a greens fee of $1 eacti for non- play) were circulated about field.
area would compete in 23 clanTo Remain At Horne
U. S. Army medicos got
A contract has been made with members playing golf in a town early this week. Carl
Rotary Colts: Burhl Hollowell, es. Thirteen preliminary events
Many have recovered suf(By Associated Press)
the Cedar Bluff Stone Cot to bulletin issued over the signa- Sparks "sold" the program, with catcher; Byron Williams or K. V. are scheduled Friday night with
Y to be transported to
Washington, — A plea for release AAA lime to farmers un- ture of Edwin Lamb, secretary. participation limited to Kiwanis Bryant, pitcher;
Alton Temple- championship stakei hi the gait., home
citizens to "stay at home" in the der the 1945 program. Farmers The bulletin also urges that all and Rotary memberships ... and ton, first base; Melvin Franck, ed and harness divisions concountries, the French
Other western European namonths ahead to relieve a criti- are advised to go to the AAA players register becore going on through this medium, cash second base; Gordon
Iisanby, cluding the Saturday night prohaving already reclaimed
cal transportation emergency office and make arrangement to the golf courier.
benefit is assured needy children shortstop; Bob Jacob, third base; gram.
tuitions's. The Russians
was voiced today by President have their lime hauled as soon
of the community, regardless of J. R. McCarty, short field; "The way leading stables have
to take their men home the
Truman. He said if it becomes as possible. Lime for use under Capt. And Mrs. J. E. Mann
whether the attraction draws Homer Purdy, right field; How- been responding indicates a highAfter his letter was
for
governcall
will
he
necessary
written,
the 1945 program must be spread Are Visiting Here
ard Stone, left field; Clifton ly successful show," said May4
well at the gate.
hi Cash said.
ment control of travel.
Capt. Ralph Cash
on or before December 31.
Manager Bryant is said to have Wood, center field. Subs: Ed former state agricultude com11 Capt. 3. E. Mann, Mrs. Mann
Ms outfit is no
hoped
longer a part curred before their saviors arrivhe
added
The President
and little son, Carter Garrett, held secret practice for his team Blackburn, Lewis Boren, J. D.
the 15th Army, he
missioner. The event will be
advise., at.
Mr, and Mrs. William Ferrell, New Orleans, are visiting her at an unknown place at least Hodge, Harry Long, B. N. Lusby,
such a course would not be
been assigned to the 3rd,
Captain Cash tells his parents
staged at the Kentucky State
emphatic
I.
B.
Clifton
once
this
week
and
is
Tanner,
visiting
and
Mrs.
Duke
Pettit
and
are
Mr.
Tie.,
Jacksonville,
Parents.
not
he
did
that
and
•He has been treating he is well and that "everything is necessary
that his boys will win an easy Archie Smith,
college athletic field.
Carter, W. Market street.
relatives here.
anticipate it.
fractures the prisoners in- going fine."

Gas Coupons Will
Come From rylle

Women Make 431 Bids Asked On Surfacing
Fighters' Kit Bags Three Roads In County

Amp.
st Cars

I,

munity Faces
[aspect Of First
Loan Failure
arPurchases
Of E-Bonds

Coy Young Charmer

le(

lb. 15(

lbs. 43(

Passengers Save
By Court Ruling

liristian Youth
!Conference

local Shriners
Attend Ceremonial

Kiwanis Old Men
All Propped Up
For Rotary Colts

apt. Ralph Cash Helping Save
Ives OrWalking Skeletons

4

7.

THE PRINCETON LEADER, RRINCEt()N, KENTUCKY
minded him of the story about
the Negro and the white man
. the Negro won,
shooting dice
but was afraid to pick up the
money!

lief supplies, medicines and food
to American and other Allied
prisoners of war, supplementing
inadequate prison diet and, aa
attested by letters home, saving
many lives.
Ed Blackburn, who is considerable of an authority around here
on things of interest in Caldwell
county, told me the frame dwelling on Hawthorne street which
burned last week was part of the
famous old Marble House, a
stage-coach inn many years ago.

Summer Activities For Youth
Not Neglected Here
Apparently Princeton is to have no
supervised public playground program
this summer it appearing, according to
those who were most actively interested
in the attempt to offer our youth such an
outlet in two previous years, the effort
failed to pay proper dividends.
We have this summer'instead of the
playgrounds on Butler and Eastside
schoolyards, the Teen-Age Club and a
boys' softball league, the latter just getting started this week on a lot at the west
end of Locust street.
The Teen-Age Club seems to fill a need
of a large number of youngsters, K. V.
Bryant being our authority for believing
an average of 100 boys and girls use its
facilities every night it is open. And, as
far as we are aware, there has been no
slightest disorder and no complaint
registered by anybody about anything
connected with this meeting and recreation place in the heart of the downtown
district . . . since earlier closing has been
the rule.
As for the softball league, in which
more than 60 boys already are enrolled
—this should prove highly popular and
materially beneficial to a large group,
while „not interfering with summer employment, if the players are minded to
work, as games will be played at night.

Rumsey Taylor. always in the forefront
of those interested in promoting best interests of the youth of the community,
is to be commended for sponsoring the
softball league. He doubtless will get
large dividends in personal satisfaction
and in gratitude of the youngsters who
comprise the teams at play.
Despite oft-repeated rumors that
Princeton has a group of juvenile delinquents "who ought to be in the reform
school", it seems to us the community is
fortunate in that it has a large number
of good citizens who are willing to contribute to the Teen-Age Club, as well as
others who go much further in backing
with their money the splendid Boy Scout
organization we have here ... and scores
who stand ready, at any time, to provide
for our young folk a generous measure
of healthful recreation.
That the playground program failed
cannot properly be charged to the adults
here who sponsored the plan and fostered
it the best they knew how.
Perhaps, in another and more normal
period, public playgrounds, well equipped and properly supervised, may
come into successful operation and wide
porkilarity in Princeton.
And some fine day, we hope our town
can have a public swimming pool.

Inflation, which many realize could
cause defeat and chaos in this Nation despite military victory, is the most insidious enenz, on the home front.
And inflation threatens now because
the national income is the highest in our
country's history and there is less to
buy. Too much money and too little goods
spells economic peril.
Every major war in which we have
engaged has caused inflation. In the Revolutionary War days, flour was $1776 a
barrel and butter. $12 a pound. Boots
brought $200 a pair in the South in
1865, and potatoes, $25 a bushel. During
World War I, civilians paid $2.07 for
what they bought for $1 in 1914. Sugar
was 25 cents a pound and eggs averaged
92 cents a dozen. Clothing prices trebled
and rents doubled. The other day, we
heard a long-time housekeeper of Princeton say she paid $30 for 100 pounds of
sugar during the other World War.
Now we are beginning to feel the real
pinch of wartime shortages. Reconversion has started and already is reaching
into many homes. The whole process of
returning to a peace-time basis will be
full of shocks to the body politic. Virtually all of us will have personal reconversion problems and how well we solve
them will determine the economic welfare of the Nation for the next few

years, perhaps for many years.
A backward glance at history should
help. During the last war and the inflationary period which followed, we allowed
prices to rise 108 percent over prewar
levels. Then, from May 1920 to June
1921, prices dropped 139 percent . .. and
we had unemployment, business failures,
farm mortgage foreclosures, bank closings and near panic.
In the present war period we have held
the cost of living rise to 28.6 percent. But
today, inflationary . pressures are much
stronger than they were immediately
after the World War I armistice; also,
there is more purchasing power and
some shortages are more acute.
But today, we have the means of curbing inflation and there is a geod chance
we will do it if: We buy only our share
of what is available and only the things
we need; we inform ourselves about ceiling prices and refuse to pay more, we
avoid Black Markets, and if we report to
the War Price and Rationing Board or
the county OPA office all known overcharges.
And above alt at this moment, we
should not permit the victory in Europe
to persuade us to spend unduly in an effort to obtain larger shares of scarce
supplies; for if we do, inflationary pres-

The most ancient form of composition
was not prose, as one might believe at
first thought, but verse. The reason for
this may have been entirely practical.
Only a few could write or read. The remainder depended on these to read or recite to them. In order to impress what
they read on the attention and memory
-of these listeners they used rhythm so
that the listener, associating the pleasing sound with the thought, would "take
it in" better and remember it longer.
The development of figures of speech,
incident, illustrative analogies and similar
literary ornamentation was, we think, for
the same purpose. Tkley attracted attention, caught the interest and fixed the
subject in the memory of the listeners.
For the same reason our merchants, toi day, dress their show windows carefully
to attract attention and to center the
interest of the passerby on certain special
Stems being displayed, appealing to the
eyes instead of the ears.
Perhaps most of our readers have, at
one time or another, seen a memory expert put on his act, meeting a large
number of people and, an hour or so later,
repeating the name and business of each.
He was able to do this by associating the
name and business, at the time of the introduction, with some other object or
ides. By this means his memory got, not
one, but several grips or handholds on
the facts he. wanted to remember. The
basic principle of all the memory courses
we see advertised nowadays is the association of objects and ideas one wishes to
remember with other ideas and objects

which act as prompters to his memory,
when needed.
Poetry is thus in a sense the earliest of
our advertising methods from which our
present ones are an evolution. You may
not have thought of it, in this way, but
old Homer was the fountain-head of our
advertising art as well as our poetry.
That is why a fine public library is one
of the most practical assets a community
can have. It is a bank filled with ideas
and thoughts which can be combined and
used to serve our every need and purpose.
(Cygthiana Democrat)
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in getting a large volume of re-

It is well to put off
Lab!
atorrow the WOrryjng you
have . done today, says Ri
Sunshine, and it is all
r'
pitch in and dig, if
you're
ful where you throw

Mr. B. said the orginal house
had a long ell extending down
a side street, which was razed
some time back, and the part
that burned was only half of the
structure which fronted on Hawthorne street, the other half having been torn down long ago.
Harold Rhodenbaugh, ace
photographer for the CourierJcurnal before the war, came to
Princeton in the autumn of 1941,
taking pictures for his paper's
forthcoming Kentucky
Sesquicentennial edition . .. and
he "shot" some noted old houses
here. But the C-J had too many
pictures to get them all into its
big special issue, so Princeton's
fine old homes were left out.

Daftynitions
A bachelor is a man cheating a
girl out of matri-money.
A dimple is a kind of depression a businessman likes.
Eavesdropping iS something
which occurs when it rains.
A geyser is a waterfall upside
down.
A hill is a piece of land with its
back up.
—Capper's Weekly.
Stevens sent me from
In
Chicago this week a clipping of
a very fine newspaper column,
written by Howard V. O'Brien,
Daily News columnist, about his
boy's leaving for the army. The
column, entitled "So Long Son",
won for Columnist O'Brien, the
,award of the National Headliners' Club for 1945 as the "best
feature column" in the Windy
City. Irl, expressing his old fondness for Princeton, says he misses his old friends here and sends
kindest regards to them all.

The annual campaign for funds
with which to extend Boy Scout
activities in this district was
concluded last weekend but
several cards were left with
prospective donors which have
not been returned. No follow-up
calls will be made but if any who
have cards wish to make their
donations to this cause, they ate
invited to notify W. L. Mays,
Carl Sparks or Gracean Pedley.

After the war is over and
newsprint is plentiful again, so
we can print as large a paper as
we want to . . . these old and
well-loved family homes will be
featured in stories and pictures
on the front page of Section 2 of
The Lea de r. And that's a
promise!

Despite all the hardships and
brutality of Germany prison
camps, 99 percent of American
prisoners of war will return
home, a Red Cross bulletin received by The Leader this week
declares. Much anxiety has been
caused on the home front because of a lack of understanding
of the difference between concentration camps and prisoner of
war camps. The latter enjoyed
When the Senate backed down the protection of the Geneva
recently on the House bill to pay convention.
each member $2500 for "expensIlk The Red Cross did a great job
es", Cliff Hollowell said it re-

The future is bright for more and better telephone
service for people living in rural areas.
Plans are already under way for resuming our rural
telephone expansion program which was suspended
in 1942 when equipment and materials became more
urgently needed for the armed forces. Surveys ore
being mode to determine the needs and to provide
the facts from which we can carry out plans for
expansion of farm telephone service.
The Southern Bell Company's farm telephone expansion program is part of the Bell System's nationwide program for rural telephone extension when
materials become available again. This program calls
for expenditure of a hundred million dollars during
a three-to-five year period and will be an important
factor in providing jobs for the thousands of telephone men now in the armed forces.

.1. B. Lester, erstwhile top
golfer of the local club, was giving Clyde Kercheval a lesson the
other day. 33ut Clyde said it
didn't help any because he is
left-handed and J. B.is not.
The handicap tournament,
slowed by the rains, produced
some upsets last Sunday but hey
McGough said he was lucky to
eliminate Doc Rosenthal . .. who
had hey sweating . . . until the
strain of the second nine exhausted the neophyte.
Curfew rings at midnight out
at the Country Club . . . and if
you don't believe the gate is
locked at that time, ask the trio
who became believers last week.
1111
Corbin, population 7893, about
400 miles from Princeton, learned about Mayor Winn Davis,
Glasgow, and his missionary
work in Princeton for a new hospital here, through The Leader
. so now Mayor Davis is booked to tell the Corbin folk about
his 15 years' experience With the
Glasgow Hospital and what that
institution has meant to his community.
You may remember Mayor
Davis told the Princeton Kiwanis
Club the Glasgow Hospital is
recognized as the town's biggest
business asset. When he speaks in
the school auditorium at 'Corbin, he will create much enthusiasm for a community hospital there and, having a much
larger audience, likely will give
great impetus to that city's effort to provide a modern hospital
service for the surrounding community.

111
Flames raced through many American
farm buildings to cause a fire loss of
nearly $90,000,000 last year. Leading
causes of farm fires are careless smoking, dirty or defective stoves and flues,
flammable roofs, careless handling of
gasoline or kerosene, spontaneous igniTh. Leader is authorised to announce
the candidacies of the following citizens
tion of hay, and lightning.
of Caldwell county for the several ofindicated, subject to the will of
More than a third of all farm accident fices
the voters In the Primary Elections
Aug. 4, 1545:
fatalities occurred in recent years in the duly set for Saturday,
For Sheriffs
S
p
li
i
b
ma
ielt
y.
to
the
voters
In
the Democratic
45 to 64 age group. (The strain on this
MEDFORD H. MoCHESNEY
age group will be heavy again this year
LEM L. MORSE
with many of the younger farm workers
W. OTHO TowanY
Subject
to the voters In the Republican
still in the armed forces.)
Primary.
MRS. PAULIN' CLIFT
HARRY RANDOLPH
Approximately four centuries B. C.,
County Judges
the territory later called the Low Coun- Subject to For
the voters In the Democralla
Primary.
tries was inhabited principally by three
CLYDE 0. WOOD
peoples: the Belgae, supposedly of Celtic Subject to thi
County CtUrt.Clgrits
voter. lit the Di*tremens
origin; the Batavii and the Fristi, an- Primary. PHILIP
STEVENS
THOU. W. Me0ONNIILL
cestors of the Dutch.
For Circuit Court Clerks
Subject to the voters In the Democratic
Politically, Belgium is a constitutional Primary.
LEONA TnA011011
monarchy.

Political
Announcements

Per Jailers
Subject to the voters of the Democratic
Primary:
0. IL MURPHY
J. MARVIN SATTERFIIILD
Subject to the voters in the Republican

Primary.

J. LUTHER SIGLILR
Per County Tax Commlosimmr:
Sub*" to the voters of the Democratte
Primatiy:
MRS. II, J. LAnK1101
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GREAT SYSTEM for Jim,
that is. But a little unfair
to the other swimmers.
Swimming a race or running
a business ie pretty eaey when
you don't have to pull your own
weight,
Take government-owned electric power-systems, for example.
They pay little or no taxes.
When they need money,they can
call on the U.S.Treasury and get
It at liftle or no interest. If they
havelosses, why worry? You,as a
taxpayer, will take care of that.
Business-managed power-systems do not have these special
privileges. They pay their full

share of taxes, pay fair interest on
any loans, pull their own weight.
Fortunately for you and your tax
bill, over 80% of all electric power
in this country is produced by tit:paying, self-supporting electric
companies owned and operated by
millions of Americans.
And how well are these cornponies doing their job?
Electricity leetillavailable allow
pre-war prices. There ss enough
to meeteven thegigantledsmande
of war. And"there will be plenty
to /14, give you greater conVort
and convenience in the electric
living of the poet-war world.

KENTUCKY uplATTEEs COMPANY
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The 1945 census also revealed
that there were 85 idle farms
in the county in 1944. These
farms are composed of 6055
acres. Altho no explanation is
given as tt,•why these farms are
idle, no doubt farm labor shortage is chiefly responsible. As a
whole, it would be expected

Frankfort, June 12 — Eighteen
Junior Conservation Clubs have
been organized in the State, Ed
Adams, junior organizer for the
Division of Game and Fish, announced today, the last one being set up at Anchorage High
School. Richard Van Hoose,
principal of the Anchorage high
school and Lawrence Wetherby,
were selected as club counsellors
and their duties will be to direct
the youngsters -in their conservation activities and studies,
Adams pointed out. Others will
ogers, Edd Oliver, Bennett and
be organized next fall when
ennis Larkins, J. T. Coleman, school reopens.
dfrey Childresis, Lyman and
Frank Rogers, Garrett Prince
nd Bowie Satterfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. Ethridge, Mr. and
rs. Marion Brown, Mr. and
rs. George Hawkins, Mrs.
uth Cash, Mr. and Mrs. Guy.
atterfield, Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey
Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Elliot
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Lucian
Gore, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Colean, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Saterfield, Mr. and Mrs. Fay
Gresham and Sidney Satterfield.

are tillable to assimilate normal
foods. The packages are , known
Force
Air
Royal
London—The
as "F" Treatment Packs—'F"
is rushing to liberated areas for famine.
specially designed packages of
Benjamin Franklin inxented
pre-digested food to save the
lives of starving people who the first lightning rod.

'F' For Famine

THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
ITS A HONEY OF A HIT!...

So Good We're Giving It 3 Days Playing Time!...
Make a date for "Susan" Now—and tell your
friends not to miss her!

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

TRICK WINS GENERAL'S RECOGNITION—Richard Rigney,
eight-year-old Philadelphia schoolboy, is rewarded with a handshake from Gen. Omar N. Bradley after he slips under the rope
and ducks between a policeman's legs at Independence Hall during a welcome to 53 European war heroes. (AP Wirephoto)

DON thiF0M)

KNOWLEDGE!
- - - "Kncewlege is power," say the commencement speakers.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
in the house, while absent
temporarily on some errand. In
some manner the house caught
fire, and the conflagration had
progressed so far before discovered that all efforts by Mr.
Stone and Mr. Hughes to rescue
the little ones were unavailing
that the idle farms are among and they perished in the ruins
the lower producing farms.
of the home.
• • •
These figures would indicate
Ky. March 5, 1918.
Princeton,
adin
do
to
job
a
have
we
that
justing crops and practices to Again the young folks of the
the land. It is the responsibility Twin Springs community were
of each individual farmer to highly entertained Saturday
work out a program for the best night, by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
use of his land, so as to improve Satterfield. The occasion being
and maintain soil fertility and at an old-fashioned pound supper,
the same time get a satisfactory given in honor of Ferd Cash,
Mrs. Satterfield's brother.
living from it.
Mrs. Satterfield deserves 'ouch
It is conservatively estimated
that the average farm income credit for the manner in which
of the county could be increased she entertains, and no doubt is
50 percent by improving the wished many happy returns of
soil that needs improving to the the day, by all who had the
level of fertility which is alto- pleasure of enjoying her hospigether practical. The methods tality.
Excellent music was furnished
are easily - within the reach of
all our farmers. This will re- and the evening passed off only
quire knowledge, time, hard two rapidly, to the merry makwork, and a great deal of capi- ers, and at a late hour, they detal, but it can be done, and done parted for their various homes,
after a very pleasant evening.
profitably. It is worth the effort.
Those present were: Misses
Naoma Tandy, Lucy Hobson, Ora
Cravens, Willie 'Martin, Mary
Rogers, Edna Hawkins, Audra
TIMES - Station
johnson, Nellie Prince, Alta
Weaver, Ilene Mitchell, Bertha
Gresham, Elizabeth Gray;
Messrs. Fred Cash, Eugene and
R. B. Tandy, Hubert Brown,
Frank Wells, Clarence Gore,
Curtis and Chester Hawkins,
Vance and Hershel Drennan,
Charles and Price Lester, Raymond Garrett, Loyd and Glenn
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 28, 1902.
The two small children of Will
Stone were burned to death
last Thursday morning. Mr.
Stone is a tenant on the farm
Of Frank Hughes, and the
mother had locked the children

extionshoe
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.Knowledge based _on experience

simians power to write

your insurance to fit your insurance needs—

And to every one
foam Fontaine is terrific in her
,first gay, romantic comedy.,

•
Mark Cunningham, Agent
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
111 W. Market SL

PHONE 81

PRINCETON, KY.

HAL WALLIS'Productros
THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN

"The Affairs
of SUSAN
DENNIS O'KEEFE

J

OMPAIIT

Don't let a lack of ready cash keep you from taking advantage of those Summer bargain sales. (Incidentally, there may
be some very unusual bargains after V•E Day. Watch the
men') We make loans for buying furniture, household
appliances, clothing and other items for the home and family.
There's no red tape. Come in or

Interstate Falance
CORPORATION of KY,INCORPORATED
Anna May Nesmith, manager
Princeton, Kentucky

til)t (ottrierlottrttai-THE LOUISVILLE

Don DeFore • Rita
Johnson • Walter Abel
Directed by William A.Siker
'A Paramount Picture

TONIGHT AND FRIDAY!

Added Attraction! . .
New Issue March of Time!
"SPOTLIGHT ON CONGRESS"
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1945 HOME and FARM IMPROVEMENT
CAMPAIGN

5,O00

PRIZES

PRIZES
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Five Orem' Prizen—Belk for Men and Women

$300
_ _ _ 250
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150
100

Twenty-seven Kentucky District Prizes—Men
Twenty-s•von Kentucky Dlsfrid Prizes—Wonsen
Three Indiana District Prizes—Mon
Three Indians District Prises—Wonsea
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$50
$50
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We're bringing it back for you
to enjoy again!
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Warner Bros. Featurette
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The Boldest
LOVE Story
Ever Told!
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Time-saving questionnaires for both men and women have been set up for this
Years Horne and Farm Improvement Campaign. Copies of these questionnaires
can be obtained by writing to: The Horne and Farm Improvement Campaign, The
Louisville 2, Ky.
Courier-Joumal, The Louisville Times, Radio Station WHAS,
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News From The Past
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18 Junior Sportsmen's
Clubs Formed In State

State College, Pa. — Pennsylania State College claims the
nly registrar in the country
who hand-engrosses names on
he hundreds of diplomas awardd by the institution.
Registrar William -Hoffman
stimates he has performed the
edious task 25,000 times in the
ast 22 years, He is particularly
'rood of the fact that he can
nd will engross in a native
cript when requested to do so
y foreign stuflents.

county
that Caldwell
contains .196,farms which
a
5cres averaging 126 acres
acreage is sp..
farm
, The
earlier
imately the same as
however, the number crops, gardens, and other row
and the crops of minor -importance.
. decreasing
We have approximately 125,is increasing.
farm
site
age
1,885 000 acres of cropland in the
1935 census gave
census gave county If we maintain and imthe 1940
number of prove *soils to the best interest
Since 1933 the
perhas decreased by 22farms of farmers and the public genermany
ally, our row crop acres prohave
still
We
efficient operation bably should be reduced to
small for
present day equipment, 'about 25,000 acres per year, and
are, should expect the look to greater yields per acre
to larger units. to produce the feed supplies reto continue
ing to this census re- quired for a balance between
acres pasture, hay, grain and livecce produced 30,117
tobac- stock. Our greatest opportunitand 1,153 acres of
1944, or 31,274 acres of ies in crop production lies. in inmops in addition to truck creased yields per acre rather
than larger acreages. .

Comfort Wearing

ROW

• lies Penmanship
To A Degree

Twenty-nine cents was the
cost of an attractite slip-covered bedroom chair made by Mrs.
Louis Walsh of the Woodburn
Homemakers Club in Woodburn
county. Using a discarded chair
which she had repaired, she added padding and then made a
s Ii p-c over of flower-designed
feed bags. The 29 cents was
spent for bias binding and cording,
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AAA News

4-H Members To At The Churches
Camp At Murray

Mrs. Amanda Scott

Subject to the Republican Primary, Saturday, Aug. 4, 1945
Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated.
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Funeral services for Mrs.
Amanda Teer Scott, 92, who died
at her home in the Labanon community Friday, June 15, were
held at Lebanon Baptist Church
Monday, June 12, with the Rev.
I. Z. Cannon, Kuttawa, officiating.
Born in Caldwell county in
1853, Mrs. Scott was a daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Teer. In
1874 she was married to Joe S.
Scott, who survives her. To this
union, 10 children were born,
two dying in infancy. Surviving
children are Mrs. John Brown,
Ed, Mark, Urey, Carey and Floyd
Scott and Mrs. Ernest Davis, all
of this county. A granddaughter,
Mrs. Orland Newsom and two
grandchildren, Nadine and
Douglas Scott Newsom, also
survive.
Interment was in Lebanon
Church cemetery.

To The Point
Associated Press Sports Writer

Blountville, Tenn—"I give and
bequeath, to my wife all my
property." This ten-word will
is the shortest, and according to
Deputy Clerk Mettie L. Stone,
the clearest one on file at the
Sullivan County Court Clerk's
office here.

What's
Kir future
In Kentucky?

F oses te rain MUM

FEMALE
MISERYheld)
(aka nee Stammedik

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Coinpound is famous to relieve not only
monthly pain but also accompanying
nervous, tired, highstrung feelings—
when due to functional periodic disturbance*. Taken regularly—It helps
build up resistance against such distress. Pinkham's Compound helps 114tare! Follow label directions. Try

,41 3 coviimit,
.
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City Property At
$1,162,106 For Taxes
Report of City Assessor Frank
Cash, read at Monday's Council
session, attended by Mayor
Cash and all councilmen, showed
assessed valuation of city property for taxation purposes for the
current year aggregated $1,762,106.19, an increase of $52,437.67
over the previous year.
The report had been approved
by the City Board of Supervisors, composed of R. C.
Stevens, Geo. A. Davis and W. H.
Woodruff. Mrs. H. Banister is
computing separate tax amounts
and will be ready for the collector to receive tax payments the
first of July, an official said.
Of the total assessed property
valuation, $1,694,921.19 represented that listed by white taxpayers,
while $67,185.00 represented that
listed by Negro taxpayers, the
report showed.
Polls listed totaled 1,395, a decrease of 65 from 1944. White
polls totaled 1,160 for 1945, while
they totaled 1,200 in 1944. The
1945 Negro polls totaled 235,
while they totaled 254 in 1944.
There were 248 dogs liste -I for
taxation in 1945, while 283 were
listed in 1944.
Approval was given the purchase of a Ford truck from the
Chambere-Moore Co., for the
Street Department. The purchase price approximated $1,400, including a trade-in allowance for an old truck.
Ethel Baker, Negro resident,
appeared relative to a drainage
ditch in Bartlettsville, and sonsideration was given numerous
other requests in connection
with clearing of fallen trees and
limbs occasioned by last Saturday's storm.
Thomas Edison.was a pioneer
in the use of electricity for traction.

Regardless of how you make a living you know that, as a rule, the
more business you or your organization does, the greater are your
chances for an increased income. That's our economic system.
Kentuckians can't expect increased incomes without increasing
business. That's obvious. Far less apparent is the fact that we can't
increase our individual businesses as much as citizens in other states
can—because of our inadequate transportation facilities ... and
trade barriers.
For example, approximately 204,000 of Kentucky's 252,000 farms
. are not on hard roads. All-weather roads are
... or 81%
needed to permit marketing of more farm products more rapidly.
These new hard roads will have to be built with funds from Kentucky's
gasoline tax ... $5,000,000, or approximately 431/2% of which
has been paid by motor truck owners every war year.

United States
Employment ServiN

Lieut. Frederick Greer
At Home From Italy
Lieut. Frederick K. Greer,
Army Air Corps, arrived home
last week from Italy to spend a
30-day leave with his wife and
little son, Bill, W. Main street,
and parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Herndon Greer, S. Jefferson
street.
• • •
Cpl. R. B. Darnell Sees
Action On Luzon
Cpl. R. B. Darnell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Darnell, Madisonville Road, has seen action for
117 consecutive days on Luzon
with the 38th Division. As a
truck driver for the 138th Field
Artillery. He hauled ammunition over the shell-torn roads of
Bataan, the Zambales mountains
and the Sierra Madre mountains. Corporal Darnell entered
the Army in March. 1941. He has
been overseas 17 months, serving in Hawaii, New Guinea,
Leyte and Luzon. He wears the
Asiatic-Pacific ribbon with three
campaign stars.
• • •

joining counties under present travel

But, we will be in the market again

last year. Also sacks furnished FREE

BE SUREiTO HARVEST
YOUR WHEAT DRY!

T/Sgt. Clint C.. Chambers
Bronze Star Winner
Tech. Sgt. Clint C. Chambers,
Princeton, was recently awarded
the Bronze Star Medal for
meritorious achievement in the
communications sec tio n, 518th
Air Service Group. T/Sgt.
Chambers entered the Army in
March, 1041, and landed overseas in Egypt in July, 1942. He
attended Cobrb High School, and
has three brothers, R. C., HayIt's newt It's different! It's don and George, also in the setvbeautiful! Xem-Tone Miracle
e. He is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wall Finish lets you transform
any average sized room for
only $2.98. Let us demon.
state Kern-Tone for you. No
obligation!

Roder-Koaterl

most'was:lepers, pointed eels
sod ceilings. wallboard,

4. Dries In One Hear
5. No "Pidnty"
or,
S. Cleans Easily
7. Lovely Now Colors

'

*
One gallon ($2.98) does the
average room!

We have purchased a Large Portable Electric
Welding outfit and can service your machinery
in the Field.
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3.One Coat Covers

If changes in these laws are not made soon, Kentuckians may
continue to leave Kentucky. (Since 1940, 218,111 have left
Kentucky. In the same period our southern states have had an
Increase of ovek 1,000,000.)
Highway Department and many of our State Legislators
this transportation problem and are planning to do
about it. They deserve your support ... for it's you
to help.

• • •

1. For Finest Decoration
2.Gees On Uke
earth either brush!!&
a -Toe.

Another example: 65.9% of all Kentucky communities have no
transportation service except trucking. Business in these communities can be speeded up, and trucking costs lowered, if larger loads
could be moved over highways. However, Kentucky's law, limiting
size and weight of trucks, restricts this trucking .ervice more drastically_than any other state law in the country. Actually, every other
state law permits twice the amount of weight o more than is
allowed by Kentucky's antiquated weight and limit law. We need
a new law at once ... to help our small communities.

Our State
recognize
something
they plan

Route 2.

Goodwin Thomson, USN,
Makes Super-Radio Set
Goodwin Thomson, RT 3/c,
USN, Georgetown, recently com- E. I. DU
To Get More GasoA
0C118
PONTt:eNE111
pleted a 6-tube super-sensitive
CO.,
INC.,
line Under New Rulsuper-hetrodyne radio set while
ing, Says OPA
in training at Great Lakes Naval
tiN: w
Even though the value of "A" Training Center, Chicago. He is INDIAONnAcoOnsIttDruNcARotA
raised
be
will
Thomson,
coupons
gasoline
the son of Mrs. McKee
"Rocket Powder Plane.
to six gallons each, effective Washington .
S
street.
In Southern
ceilings
"B"
the
and
•
June 22,
Indiana
rn
Woo
ke wheaelik in54exheonn
were raised to 650 miles per
urso
,ittuutotty
Duty
On
Moore
G.
counAlbert
the
over
uniformly
month
Hospital
be
still
Naval
will
Oahu
it
11,
In
June
on
try
Albert Glenn Moore, pharnecessary for motorists to exerTransportation Advance'
cise care in the use of gasoline, macist's in a t e, second class,
Geo. W. Crenshaw, OPA District USNR, has been serving in the Room and board
available
Rationing Executive, said today. (J. S. Naval Hospital, Oahu, T. Companyrrojeet Site
re prestafor eenmptliovyeeci4i1
"We are happy, of course, to H., the last 17 months. He is a
be able to increase the 'A' ration
trained hospital corpsman. terview Every Monday and I
from four to six gallons per
Butler High day and hire at
coupon, or the equivalent of 15 Moore attended
miles more per week, and to al- School and before entering serv- Also Needed
by Sub-Cont
low occupational drivers with ice in March, 1943, was employSHEET METAL
'B' rations who can show need an ed by Princeton Hosiery Mills.
WORKERS
increase in their monthly mile- His wife; Leda Rose Moore, lives
age," the rationing official stated, in Indianapolis, Ind., and his
"but this does not mean that mother, Mrs. C. M. Goodaker,
there is gasoline to waste. Victory
on Mechanic street.
in Europe, together with the
• • •
amazing performance of the
petroleum industry, has made Mary Lee Adams New
these increases possible at this Clerk In AAA Office
time.
Miss Mary Lee Adams, who
"Raising the 'B' ceiling, how- has had previous experience in
ever, does not mean that every AAA work, has been hired to reEvery Monday and Tu
'B' card holder will get more place Mrs. Paul West in the CaldMany 'B' ration holders well County AAA office. Mrs.
8:00 a.m. to 4 pa,
gasoline.
Sunset Crater in Arizona is a now have all they need. 'B' ra- West. before her marriage in
203 East Ninth Street
t
dating
eruption
pre-historic
tions like 'C' rations are still May, was the former Miss Eva
HOPRINSYILLE, gy,
885 A. D.
based on individual needs," Mr. Blackburn, of Fredonia.
Glass is one of the oldest Crenshaw explained.
The rationing executive pointknown materials.
ed out, however, that motorists
who can show need for more
gasoline under the rationing
regulations will be able to get it
after June 11 by applying to
their local War Price and Rationing Boards, which may issue
the additional 'B' mileage up to
the maximum of 650 miles per
month.

Farmers will receive special
acreage payments under. the
AAA 1945 program as an induce/Pent to harvest legume seed in
1945, WFA has announced. The
expanded program made possible
by a congressional appropriation
of $12,500,000 to stimulate red
clover, alfalfa, and alsike clover
seed production, will include no
acreage limitations or farm
allowances.
2 cents a pound
/
Payments of 21
will be made for alfalfa and
2 cents
1
/
alsike clover seed, and 3.
a pound for red clovet seed
harvested 'and sold inside commercial channels through December 31, 1945.
There is need for 20,000,000
lbs. of red clover seed, in addition to local supplies, for rehabilitation of Europe. Last yeas
we spent only 1,000,000 lbs. more
than 5,000,000 pounds of alfalfa
and 3,000,000 pounds of alsike
seed are requested for shipment
abroad. Together with requests
for other seeds, these urgent
pleas, for help are a call for
larger production in 1945.
Last year production was beEISENHOWER RECEIVES RUSSIAN AWARD—Gen. Dwight D. low expectations because of unEisenhower (right), supreme allied commander, receives from favorable weather and domestic
Marshal Georgi K. Zhukov (left), of Russia, the Jewelled Order and foreign requirements are
of Victory, the Soviet's highest award. The ceremony occured at high. Additional information may
Frankfurt on the Main, Germany. (AP Wirephoto via Signal
be obtained at the AAA office.
Corps radio,fromParis)

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M. Sunday School,
College Will Be Host
Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 Morning Worship.
To 300 July 16-20,
6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship
service.
Graham Says
7:30 P.M. Evening service.
Three hundred 4-H Club memHopkins,
bers from Caldwell,
Carlos J. Davis
Christian, Trigg and Lyon coun- S/Sgt.
Overseas
ties are expected to attend 4-H Returns From
S/Sgt. Carlos J. Davis, who
Club camp to be held at Murray
State Teachers College July 16- has recently returned from over20, according to County Agent J. seas duty in England the last
F. Graham.
33 months, is spending a 30-day
The Extension office is send- furlough with his parents, Mr.
ing notices of the camp to club and Mrs. Carl Davis, of the
.members eligible to attend this White School House community.
week. Mr. Graham said members
in good standing who are 10
forward speed of a tornado
years old or more may attend. , The
to nearThe program will be composed ranges from a few miles
instruction, entertainment ly 150 miles an hour.
of
and recreation. Group games, The biggest sea animals on the
pictures, swimming, globe are whales.
in
tours, vesper services, handicraft
work, nature study, and many lege.
The camp staff will be headed
other things of interest and
4-H
value to boys and girls will be by H. C. Brown, of the
Club department of the College
Included in the program.
All facilities of the college that of Agriculture and Home Econowill add to success of the camp, mics, who will be assisted by
were offered by Dr. James B. county and home agents and 4-H
Richmond, president of the col- Club leaders.
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meet Service
ladaY and Tneadil
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tar
•Country Club this summer
by Edwin
been sent out
secretary. Beginning with
the events inpicnic tonight,
June 30; a picnic,
dance,
ude a
and Daisy
v 12; a Lit Abner barbecue,
dance, July 2; a
dance, August
I 9, and a

Mrs.
Recent dinner guests of
• Barnes at her home in
'a were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
lie Terry and son,
Marie
vs Babb, Miss Josie
and Charlie Babb; Mrs.
Mcy Perkins, Mrs. James
Mrs. Howard Enoch, Mrs.
Coleman, Mr. and Mrs.
p. Wylie and Miss Edna
, all of Princeton; Mr. and
Wilford Baker and children,
yet Nell and Bobby; Mr. and
j, P. Baker and daughter,
•y Jean, Fredonia.

p. W. Club Meets
Coon Library

a special guest.
After the meeting was opened
by the president, Mrs. Anna Ma
Nesmith, and reading of th •
minutes of the previous meeting
by the secretary, Mrs. Doroth
McGowan, members listened to
a solo, "Sympathy", by Sara
Delia Cunningham, accompanied
by Sue Farmer, after which Sue
Trader gave a tap routine to
'Alexander's Ragtime Band',
accompanied by Sue Farmer.
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal gave a
interesting talk on purpose and
activities of the club, telling of
her experience in the Paducah
B. and P. W. Club, followed b
the introduction of Mrs. Ethel
M. Rice, who explained th
structure of the clubs' process
of organization, the different
offices and committees and their
functions.
The club motto, "Better Business Women For A Better Business World", was also discusse .
Mrs. Rice answered questions
asked by various club members
relative to the organization.
She stated she would reco mend the club for membership
in the State federation after
which it would be presented its
charter by the State president.
The next Meeting will be held
Friday night, July 13.

Ike newly organized Business
Professional Women's Club
Remove veils and other fragile
its second meeting Friday
June 8, at the George trimmings from hats before 'storMemorial Library. Mrs. ing them.
Soft cooked eggs are improvM. Rice, president of the
B. and P. W. Club, was ed by the addition of celery salt.
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FOR RICHNESS

Fruit May Be Canned Without
Sugar, Says U. K Specialist
Lexington, June 12 — Fruit
may be canned successfully without use of sugar, it was pointed
out here today by Mrs. Pearl J.
Haak, State supervisor of food
conservation, University of Kentucky Extension Service, in response to many questions
prompted by OPA restrictions
on canning sugar.
According to the conservation
specialist, sugar does not act as
a preservative and fruit will
keep just as well if it is canned
without sweetening.
In canning fruit without sugar,
the same procedure is followed as
with sweetened fruit, except that
boiling water or boiling fruit
juice is substituted for the usual
sirup.
Altho canned fruit needs no
sugar as a preservative, Mrs.
Haak pointed out that the small
amount of sugar helps the fruit
to hold color and flavor.
She suggested the following
methods of "stretching" sugar
for canning:

1. For canning choose only
those fruits which are fully ripe
and naturally more sweet.
,
2. Use a thinner sirup for canning the sweeter fruits. The recommended wartime proportion
of sugar is 1 pound to 4 quarts
of finished fruits. This makes a
midiu m-thin sirup averaging
about /
1
2 cup sugar per quart of
fruit. When fruits are precooked
and packed hot—and solidly—it
takes little sirup to fill the jar.
3. For juicy fruits, extract the
juice from some of the fruit and
use it in place of water in the
canning sirup—then only a small
amouft of sugar is needed in the
sirup for there is extra fruit
sugar present.
4. Use light corn sirup to replace up to 1/3 of the sugar or
mild honey to replace up to
of the sugar in making regular
canning sirups. Do not use molasses, as its flavor overpowers
the fruit, gives it a dark color,
and may cause spoilage.

Never don clothes until 5"'Or 10
minutes after applying anti-perspirants or skin lotions.
Serve foods immediately after
cooking in order to gain their
highest food value.
Mustard is believed to be the
most popular spice in America.

,
[now women and girls
may get wanted relief
from functional periodic pain
Cardul Ls a liquid medicine which
many women say tuts brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nervous strain of functional period°
distress. Here's bow It may help:
Taken like a tont.;
It should stimulate
appetite. aid digestion,* thus help build »alai...noel for the "time
to come.
Started 1 days before "your time", It
should help relieve
, idue to 'purely tuneperiodio COMM&
Try Cardul. If it helm you'll
be glad you did.
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For All Outdoors!

Be Casual In
CaliFornia Play Clothes

The color red is supposed to
denote courage, generosity, and
vigor.
Americans are now eating
around 1400 pounds of food per
person a year.
The average man needs about
70 grams of protein in his day's
food.
Never store away a garment
that is spoiled with grease or
food stains.

FOR PURITY

Show-off play clothes to net you comfort and admiration plus!
Short-and-bra twosomes, bare-midriff playsuits, pinafore pretties galore. Charmingly yours in pastels. All at brief prices!

Ration News
Service

FOR FRESH FLAVOR
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The Leader
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During June, DAIRY Month,
And Every Other Month
Altericans Call For

Wed To Hitler

Mavis Darnell, New York City,
Lieut. and Mrs. Howard Clifton
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Enoch, on the birth of a son,
Willie Darnell, here last week.
Howard Clifton III, June 9. Mrs.
Miss Darnell has been employed
Enoch is the former Marguerite
as secretary for an eye specialWylie.
ist in New York City the last
• • •,
three years. She returned to
Mr. and M.s. Charles Eugene
New York June 13.
Young, Claxton, on 'the birth of
and Mrs. Ray Ellis,
•.1 Mr.
a son, Charles Danny, June 2.
Atlanta, Ga., spent the week
• • •
end with Mrs. Ellis' mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Cook, E.
J. S. Stegar.
Main street, on the birth of a
4 Pvt.
Granstaff, Scott
son, June 1. He has been named
Field,'
611.1., and Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Eugene.
Clarence Granstaff were dinner
• • •
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Baker, Fregranstaff Sunday.
donia, Route 1, on the birth of
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Stephens
a son, Ronnie Dale, June 6.
spent last week-end in Memphis,
• • •
Tenn., and from there left, for
Greenville, Miss., where they
Mr. and Mrs. ,Thomas Leon
are visiting her brother, M. E.
Morgan, Fredonia, Route 1, on
WAC Cpl. Margaret Hastings,
oodwin and family.
the birth of a'son, Ronnie Lynn,
I-year-old former secretar
Mr. and Mrs. Louard Egbert
June 6.
who with two Army fliers sur- and little son, Meridian, Miss.,
• • •
vived an air transport crash i are visiting her mother, Mrs. M.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James Thomas
Eva Braun (above), Hitler's
he "hidden valley of Shangri- H. Blythe and other relatives
sweetheart, was reported, in an Wynn, Darby street, on the birth
La" in Dutch New Guinea. (A
here.
David, May 28.
NBC broadcast quoting Marshal of a son, James
• • •
Wirephoto)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Klaproth, Zhukov, to have married Hitler
Chicago, are visiting their two days before the fall of BerMr. and Mrs. Elmer Woodson
rs. Loftus Hostess
daughter, Mrs. C. C. Bishop and lin. This, is a painting found in Cansler, Dawson Springs, Star
family, Hopkinsville street, and Munk*. (AP Wirephoto)
Roete, on the birth-of a daughter,
o Bqptist Group'
son, L. L. Klaproth and family,
Anna Belle, June 9.
The Lottie Moon Circle of the Locust street.
• • •
T/Sgt. Robert E. Martin At
irst Baptist Church met at the
Miss Charline Adams is visitMr. and Mrs. Milton Reed,
ne Visiting Mother'
home of Mrs. John Loftus, Jr., ing her sister, Mrs. James A.
ech. Sgt. Robert E. Martin, Wallonia, on the birth of a son,
Tuesday night, June 5, for its Goforth and family in Erwin,
who has been on overseas duty Melvin Davis, June 9.
regular monthly meeting, with Tenn.
15 members and a visitor present. -1 Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Templeton as radio operator on a B-17 FlyThe devotional from Psalms and little son, "Tempy", were ing Fortress in the European Army Service Forces
110 was given by the president, visitors in Hopkinsville Monday theater, has returned home and
Need Civilian Typists
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby. Mrs. Ernest afternoon.
is on furlough visiting his
Civilian typists and stenograChildress had charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hols- mother, Mrs. E. R. Martin, N.
phers are needed urgently by the
program, assisted by Mrs. RGbert apple, Carterville, Ill., were the Harrison
street. Sergeant Martin Army Service Forces at their
Nash, Miss Mary Wilson Baker recent guests of his sister, Mrs.
was recently decorated with a headquarters in the nation's
and Miss Melville Young.
Melvin Fralick and family, Dawfifth Oak Leaf Cluster to his Air capitol. Applicants must be
Members present were Mes- son Road.
seventeen and one-half years old
dames Alvin Lisanby, Robert
Mrs. C. M. Wood, Jr., and little Medal.
•
• • •
and not employed in an essential
Nash, Ernest Childress, Willie son, C. M. III, of Providence, who
war job. Transportation is paid
Larkin, Claude Koltinsky, J. C. have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Pfc. Thomas E. Murphy
by the War Department and
Arnold, Cecil Smith, Gordon C. M. Wood, Hopkinsville street, H s To Bomb Japs
housing accommodations are
Glenn, Robert Jacob, John Lof- left Monday for a visit with
Pfc. Thomas E. Murphy, guaranteed; salaries assure a
tus, Jr., Mina Tom Ryan, Paul Lieut. and Mrs. Thomas D. GraPrinceton,
has
been
commended comfortable standard of living
Dorroh and Misses Mary Wilson ham, Dayton, 0.
for the part played in the historic lit the capitol. Ashley Daabs,
Baker, Gwen Booker and MelMr. and Mrs. James Harvey
series
of
incendiary
attacks on Civil Service representative, is
ville Young. Mrs. Eddie Wood Barnes. Evansville, spent last
Japan at bases in the Marianas, on hand every Wednesday at the
was a visitor.
week-end with her grandmother,
it has been announced from the Hopkinsville U. S. Employment
The hostess, assisted by Mrs. Mrs. S. T. Moore, N. Harrison
21st Bomber Command Head- office to give examinations and
Paul Dorroh, served a delicious street.
quarters in Guam. His wife, arrange all necessary papers.
plate lunch, after which the u) Miss Suzanne Sparks has reFrances, lives on Stone street,
group adjourned to meet in July turned from St. Petersburg, Fla.,
and before entering the Army, he
Raisins add flavor and food
at the home of Mrs. Paul Dorroh, where she was the guest of
was employed in Mount Vernon, value to salads, rice, puddings
friends.
Eddyville /load.
and sauces for meat.
• • •
• Miss Mary Nell Farmer has returned home from Blue Mountain
Homemakers Schedule
College, Blue Mountain, Miss.,
June 26, 2:30 p.m., Cobb, Mrs. where she was a student the last
Clyde 0. Wood, hostess.
year. She is a daughter of Mr.
June 27, 2:30 p.m., Fredonia, and Mrs. Euen Farmer, Franklin
Mrs. Charles Wilson, hostess.
street.
June 28„ 2:00 p.m., Eddy
Miss Virginia Joiner has reCreek, Mrs. Jack Gresham and
Mrs. Glycon Gresham, hostesses. turned home from Murray State
College where she has been a
Honey should be stored in a student the last year.
Mrs. William H. Culbertson,
dry place at room temperature.
Columbus, Miss., is visiting her
When De Soto arrived in Flor- parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
ida he found the Indians growing Phandler, Maple street.
Hubbard squash.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Stevens
returned to their home in Mansfield, G., Tuesday after a visit
with relatives here and Paducah.
Mrs. W. E. Davis has returned
to her home in Waterloo, Ia.,
alter a visit with her mother,
Mrs. Mary Phil Stevens and
other relatives here.
Mrs. J. E. McMakin and two
children, of Louisville, are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
LeRoy Richardson.
I Miss Dorothy Mitchell, Paducah, is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Davis, Plum street.
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ETAL WORKEIA

Phone 50

ALWAYS ORDER

(Clip and keep handy for
daily reference and shopping
aid.)

MID-RIFFS

$5.00

PROCESSED FOODS

Pasteurized Milk
Pure, pasteurized milk is as important as good environment for
the progress of the child in your life. It will give your child a
strong body and a clear mind ... a leader for today and tomorrow!

A QUART A DAY IS RECOMMENDW FOR GROWING CHILDREN
ORDER YOUR ICE CREAM FOR THE
4th OF JULY PICNIC—NOWI

rind°. Cream & 'utter Co.
Telephone HU

Blue stamps N2 through Z2
good through June 30. T2
through X2 good through
July 91. Y2, Z2, Al, B1, and
Cl good through August 31.
MEATS, FATS, ETC.
Red stamps E2 through Z2
good through June 30. K2
through P2 good through July
31. Q2 through U2 good
through August 31.
SUGAR
Sugar stamp 36
*through August 1.
pounds each.
(Be sure to put your
and number on canning
coupon.)

BAREBACKS
BALLERINO SHORTS

$3.95

(In black, navy, white and asaorted colors . .
shown at right)

PEASANT SHIRTS __
vaild
Five

from $10.95

$5.95

(In yellow, red, blue and black

name
sugar

Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
paper. Published to aid our
customers and all food buyers
in Princeton as a Piendly
helpful service by

Peeples Ionise Store
Joe MelfIcan, Prop.

Hopkinsville

Soon lit

Ky.

Princeton

•
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Three Cash Prizes
In Tom Wallace
Forestry Contest
Three cash prizes totaling $400,
Including an additional $100
prize this year, will be given
winning Kentucky and Southern
Indiana farm foresters in the
1945 Tom Wallace Forestry
Award announced by Mark
Ethridge, publisher of The
Courier-Journal and The Louisville Times and general manager
of Radio Station WHAS, sponsors
of the contest.
Named in honor of Tom Wallace, nationally known conservationist and editor of The
Louisville Times, the award in
its fourth year is directed at
stimulating constructive farm
forestry programs in this area,
Ethridge said.
A $200 grand prize will be
given the winning contestant
who has carried through a complete forestry program this year,
including protection, management and utilization of established woods areas, as well as planting and protecting new forest
tree seedlings.

v.e discromfert of POISON OAK.
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Balbo Saves Feed
That balbo rye for pasture
this spring saved the farmers of
Knox county thousands of
dollars in feed as stated by
Farm Agent Gray H. Williams.
He reports that Corbin Melton
estimated he saved $150 in feed
by grazing 30 head of beef
cattle on 12 acres of balbo rye.
Smith's Dairy, Corbin, also stated they saved around $200 when
they turned their dairy herds on
balbo rye. One six-acre fiTd
was grazed until April and two
weeks later the rye was 4 feet

Farmers Approve
Land Management
Four hundred tons of limestone, four carloads of ,phosphate and six carloads of commercial fertilizers were used in
the( land management program
in Rockcastle county in April.
County Agent Robert F. Spence
expects 2,000 acres will bb
farmed on the contour. Four
drainage systems are being installed this spring.
A conservation and natural
resources program has been
organized in 12 communities. It
includes application of limestone and phosphate, contour
cultivation, more winter cover
crops, control of gullies, and
drainage of wet land.
Two $100 prizes are being
planned to give a chance both
to farmers who have the best
record in protection, management and utilization of established woods areas and to those
who have new areas this year.
The contest form has been
changed this year to a concise
questionnaire which can be obtained immediately by writing
to the Tom Wallace Forestry
among
enemy seized the island, and this picture was distributed
Award Editor, % the two papers
JAPS PREPARE TO BEHEAD TRIO ON GUAM—Three men,
soldiers for "moral purposes". (AP Wirephoto from
Japanese
on
graves
open
before
kneel
known,
is
nothing
station.
about whom
and the radio
Navy)
Guam as Japs are about to behead them. According to Navy
The contest deadline is Novemcaption the execution was carried out in 1941 shortly after the
ber 1, when completed questionAnglican Church Has
naires must be returned to The
Award
Mobile Sunday School
Tom Wallace Forestry
Regina—A, Sunday,_achool on
(Mrs. Madge Lisanby)
Judges, % The Courier-Journal,
has
who
that visited 11,314 westMartin,
wheels
Pauline
Miss
The Louisville Times, Radio
here.
Wigginton
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Station WHAS, Louisville 2,
Mrs. Herbert Cochran, of been ill for the last several ern Canadian members in 1944
Miss Georgia Boaz is visiting
her mother, Mrs. weeks, is able to be out again.
and enrolled 4,724 new members
Kentucky.
relatives and friends in Dycus- Marion, visited
Delbert Capps, who has been in a school by mail will start
Florence Parr, Saturday.
burg this week.
Mrs. Josh Pruett, Miss Mary with his father, Hazel Capps, in out on its 25th year this month
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen
Glenn Pruett, Charleston, S. C., for the last 10 in charge of Miss Eva Hasell,
McElroy, of Hodgenville, visited Catherine Pruett,
U. S. Army, of Central City, and months, returned home Thurs- who organized it in IRO.
relatives here last week-end.
W. R. Pruett, day night to visit his mother,
Miss Bertel Henson, Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
The Anglican school, started
were Saturday guests Mrs. Madge Lisanby.
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Princeton,
Willis Jones, who has 'fen ill with one light truck, now has
Eldridge.
J.
A.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
Mrs. Cart Henson.
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz, of for several months, was able to 24 vans in operation in the sumMrs. A. J. Eldrige visited relaher parents, be in Dawson Saturday.
mer months, visiting rural comtives in Central City last week. Evansville, visited
Misses Millidean and Jeanette munities not regularly served by
Boaz last
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. M. Young Mr. and Mrs. D. 0.
visitRobinson, of near Dawson,
clergymen. This year it is planand son, Billie Sam, and Mrs. week-end.
Mrs. J. R. Brasher visited her ed Mrs. Madge Lisanby Wednes- ned to add two more vans.
Sam Howerton visited in Coulmday.
family
and
Brasher
Cecil
Mr.
son,
bia, Tenn.. Sunday.
Luther Barnes made a business
several days last week.
Between 60 and 75 4-H club
Work is progressing on the
Mrs. J. P. Brooks and little trip to Dawson Thursday.
new home of Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Barnes members are participating in the
visited Mr.
Nell,
Ada
daughter,
Moore and Mr. and Mrs. Johnson
Sarah hybrid corn project in McCreary
and Mrs. Roxie Oliver several and son, Kenneth, Mrs.
Mrs. county, each member planting a
Casteel and Dixie and
days last week.
Vacation Bible School begins Madge Lisanby went to Norton- half gallon of seed.
Monday at the Fredonia Baptist ville Thursday night to meet
Lemmie Thomas spent Sunday
Delbert Capps.
Church.
Mrs. Lewis, of Princeton, visit- evening with Mrs. Madge LisanMrs. Johnny Parr and children,
Saturday.
Billiman
Earl
by and Mrs. Sarah Casteel.
Douglas and Judy Belle, arrived ed Mrs.
And Your Strength and
Mrs. Donia Creekmur visited
Mrs. Madge Lisanby and Dixie
days
several
after
Sunday
home
Mr. Robert R. Russell
Energy Is Below Par
Casteel visited Mrs. Mitchell Mrs. Madge Lisanby Friday.
Detroit.
in
visit
lief than everything else comIt may be caumed by disorder of kidMr. and Mrs. Walter Hopper
Mrs. Lowry Simpson, of Mon- Goodall, of Dawson, Thursday.
ney function that permits poisonous
Jess Casteel and friends, of made a business trip to Basil
bined. I sleep fine and get up
waste to accumulate. For truly many
parents,
her
visited
Ill.,
mouth,
people feel tired, weak and miserable
Madisonville, visited his mother, Martin's Sunday.
feeling good. That fagged out
when the kidney. fall to remove excess Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Lowry last
Mrs. Sarah Casteel Sunday.
acids and other wroate matter from the
feeling, sore muscles, constipaweek.
blood.
Delbert Capps made a business
You may suffer nagging backache,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Eldrige,
tion and terrific headaches have
trip to Dawson Sunday.
rheumatic pains, headaches, dizziness,
and
Lynn,
Gloria
daughter,
and
•welling.
pain.,
been relieved, and I even work
log
getting up nights,
Miss Mary Boitnott, of Detroit,
Sometimes frequent and scanty urina- Mrs. James Eldrige, of Princeton,
a good deal of over time and
tion with •roarting and burning i• anvisited Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eld- is visiting her parents. Mr. and
other sign that something is wrong with
enjoy it. Retonga beats any
Mrs. Jess Boitnott.
the kidneys or bladder.
rige Sunday.
There nhouid be no doubt that prompt
medicine I ever saw."
Mrs. Lowry Simpson is in
Mrs. Bert Robinson and daughtreatment is wiser than neglect. Vas
a
on
rely
to
better
is
Retonga is intended to relieve
It
Doom'. Pins.
Frankfort this week on business. ter, Millidean, and little son,
medicine that has won countrywide apdeB-1
Vitamin
distress due to
The young people of the
proval than on !something ims favorably
known. Doost's hare been tried and test- Baptist B.T.U. gave a picnic at
ficiency, constipation, insufficient
ed many yearn Ant at all drug eters.
Get Does a today.
Kuttawa Springs Thursday
flow of digestive juices in the
evening.
stomach, and loss of appetite.
Mr. Martin Turley, of Auburn,
Accept no substitute. Retonga
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. From Too Frequent Urination,
may be obtained at Dawson's
H. M. Turley Sunday.
Backache, Run-Down Feeling
Drug Store. —(adv.)
Dick Rice is ill.

Happy and grateful for toe relief Retonga gave them, often
thousands of happy men and women are gratefully praising this
noted herbal stomachiccind
inVitamin B-1 medicine. F
stance, Mr. Robert R. Russell,
2713 39th Ave., North, Birmingham, Ala., a Mason and a
staunch churchman happily declares:
"I felt so rundcrarn and sluggish it was all I could do to get
through a days work. I couldn't
sleep well at night and I woke
up every morning feeling all
fagged out. The muscles in my
neck were often so sore and
painful that I could hardly turn
my head. I had to take strong
laxatives all the time and my
head ached until it felt like the
top was coming off. I could
scarcely keep going from one
day to the next.
"Retonga gave me more re-
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tall. This field will be harvested
for seed. Another six-acre rye
field also provided pasture.
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Dawson Road News

THANKS TO RETONGA HE
CAN WORK EXTRA NOW
He Felt So Bad For A Year
He Wondered Whether He
Could Keep Going, Says
Well-Known Resident.
Run Down Feeling
Promptly Releived.

W. W. Johnson

It's still a big part
of the war picture
"Getting things done 'til the war is won" is still

the big job of Long Distance.

When Your
Back Hurts

FAST RELIEF

DOAN'S PILLS

—due to irritation of the bladder
Miss Greta Morgan, Marion,
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. caused by excess acidity in the urine
Tom Morgan last week-end.
Farness doctor's discovery act• en the
Mrs. Jolpi Sherrill is very ill kidneys end haps keep yea frees getting
up Width!
at her home here.
Are you suffering unnecessary discom$67,500 Repair Job
London—The famous great
organ of St. Paul's Cathedral,
smashed by a bomb in 1940, will
cost $67,500 to repair. The job
has been started.
The Metcalfe 4-H Club in
Metcalfe county plans to build
brooders from the proceeds
2 acres of popcorn, loan/
from 11
ing them to poultry projects
members.

fort and distress from backache, burning
urine, frequent desire to pass water?
Getting up often at night? num. symptoms may be caused by bladder irritation
due to •xcese acid in th• urine. Than try
that famous doctor's discovery — OR.
KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT.
Famous for many years, Swamp Root Is
• carefully blended combination of heels.
, balsam and ether natural ingredients. There's ebimistely ,,.thing harsh
or habit-forming in this scientific preparation. Just good ingredients that quickly
act on the kidneys to Inor.... lb. flow of
urine and relieve bladder irritation and
Its uncomfortable, distres•ing symptoms.
You'll say its mervideoe effect I. wonderful!
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAYI
Like thousands of others you'll be glad
that you dud. Sand name aed address tie
Department F, Kilmer & Co., Inc. Ron
12115, Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
at ware. All drnialets sell Swamp Root.

TO

Sometimes there's an extra heavy load on certain
circuits. Then the operator will ask your help by
saying—"Please limit your call to 5 minutes."

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
IN

Jun

Dad's

BILL

a good egg!

OFFICE

LET'S GIVE HIM
A BREAK!

R
H
In an age that has seen so many wars most fathers are either in 111
one or they were in the last. Sidiers, sailors and airmen of all age
dot the landscape.

But regardless of the military jie Dad is always a soldier. His fight
for his family never ends. Throgh bad times and good he must get

As the family grows, so does hi4 pride in its achievements. Maybe he
carries a picture or two in his i)ocket, and he is liable to pull them
out on the slightest provocation.

These days, when every conversation is about the war, he likes

t.

tell about the last letter from Johnny, who's doing well "somewhere'
in the service. That's just like Dad.

18.6¢ gal.

Ethyl Gas

16/
2¢
1

White Gas

9¢ per gal.

Kerosene

100% pure oil

Pennzoil

You have seen pictures of American soldiers faille/ *tariff
Into foxhole% too tired to even dodge the shells raining all
around them. Did it make you fighting mad?
You harm seen pictures of American bombers hit by• enemy;
fire, plummeting downward into enemy territory. Did it make
you fighting mad?
Then pitch in... turn your folding money into fighting
money ... buy hvice as many bonds as you bought last time!
'The mighty 7th War Loan must do the job that two war loans
did last year. It's the biggest, most urgent war loan of all. Bak
It up with every dollar you can lay your hands on..

ER'S
BODENHAM
111
Telephone

We can also take your tires and have them recapped.
Grade 3 tires for sale.

We'buy, sell or trade used cars.
We give you 1¢ off if you buy 50 gal. or
more gasoline.

A good grade of motor oil to farmers at 50e per
gal. when you purchase 5 gal, or more.

FOLD

LUGGA

through with bread for us alL

Visit this station for your gasoline and oil for
tractors and other farm uses.

ATH
AY!

That's just one of the countless reasons why we couldn't do without
him.

Yes, Dad was a soldier—Still is.
We honor him thiS Father's Day

P

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
ISSUED SY UNITED STATES Of AMERICA-01
. fla Of PRICE ADMINISTRATION
(Associated Press Features)

all grain pasture for winter
early spring, followed by
son clover until lespedeza
ady to graze, is making
Ohio county, acP pay in
ing to County Agent R. D.
has
ey He says the system
fo'llowing, advantages:
abundance
It provides an
time
nder pasture at the
lambs need it most.
it provides for pasture
which sheep and
ion in
kept on relatively
s are
ground.
When used in connection
crimson
burley tobacco,
r seeded at the rate of
t 40 pounds to the acre
'des an abundance of green
re to turn under.
It enables western Kentucky
Ts to keep a much larger
r of sheep than they
on sobe able to keep
permanent pasture.

Washington—American armies
driving across western Europe
left behind them enough wire
to go 34 times around the
equator, says the office of the
Chief Signal Officer. Nekrly
900,000 miles of field wire and
cable were strung across the
battlefields of France, Belgium,
Holland and Germany.

Kept Her Tongue

RETAIL CEILING PRICES FOR BEEF
VEAL, LAMB and MUTTON

TO BITAILI*$-4a.oy dere in GROUPS I cod I me. display

itkis poster on 01 al 110. eqoi reenter so (101000011 ran mod

.1.

It

(By Associated Press)

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Horne Economics

TO OUSTENNIIRS-Lennit
Prise Pond el yore Idol
Weal ler lenkv infornorion earl q serene • copy 01 110s pester.

Many early planted potatoes
were bitten down by frost;
ITV=
STEAKS AND CHOIR
some, several times. Although
Porterhouse-. .
Loin ChopsT Bone
new tops started, the handicap of
Rd, Olops
Club
..............
Shouldny Chose (Ami
having lost the first sprout often
Roond Sheiks (Cutlet.)
Rib-7.inch CNA-Sirloin Steak or Chop.
shows in lowered yields. Many
Sirloin..
ROASTS
Pn Bone
Rump and Sirloin (Soneta)
as spring-crop potatoes had to be
SOloIn (Banelea)
Cleanup Campaign
Romp and Sirloin (Bonolem)__
33
Round Moneta/ (Full sot)
planted late because of the seaLsg
13
Round Monition)(Top a b..t .
(By Associated Press)
Leg- Rump CS
413
Round-PreCubed (Batelots)(Top
son; the yield of these is uncerLeg -Shank sr lump Nod—
33
and
bottom).
Washington—Last March the Round TIp
Loin
as tain. And, yet, next winter must
4$
Rib
Blade or Ann tbonekrd.-- 31
230th
Quartermaster
Salvage Chuck
be provided for; there must be
Flank
39
Round
31
Collecting Company in Italy de- ROASTS
Shoulder (Batein)
potatoes. A fall crop should be
Rib %ending-10.inch
34
Shoulder (Boneless/
livered to ration dumps 38,143 Rib
Seandine-7.inch Cut.
planted.
37
Leg or Round (Bone
Cut (Bonder end
Sirloin Strip (Bone).ss)
pounds of soap manufactured lo- Rib-10-11whi
There are several 'varieties
rolled)
Tenderloin
•
Regular Rib Roll (Borate.)
cally from meat fats and grease Short Lien (Benetton and railed)
suited to this purpose. One is the
(Tenderlaissito)
Shoulder Clod (Boneless)
44
Round 70
......
drippings.
......- 411
37
Veal Roll (Boned. lolled. and tie*
31
"July" potato, possibly McCorRump (Boritrin)
23
26
19
STEWS AND OTHER CDT*
Rump (Bone).ss/
37
46
31
Breast (Bone in/
mick or Peachblow, but these are
.....
Chuck Blade or Anni(Bone-in)
31
23
96
Breast (Bantam.) "
The discovery of the electric Chuck or Shoulder (Sonsiers)
34
34
30
rarely found with dealers, but
Flank Meat
English Cu
Si
23
26
Neck (Bonet's)
current was made by an Italian STEWS
sometimes farmers can spare a
AND OTMIR CUTS
Neck (Bonelead
Short
19
Shank (Bonelst) (141nd end
physicist, Alessandro Volta.
21
19
few for their neighbors. Two
Plate (Bone-in) (Frmh or cured).21
19
Shank and NW Moot Dionelsed (Sind
19
Plate (Bombed (Fresh or cured)
se
24
24
and lore)
other "farm" varieties are Buck(Bona in) (Fresh mewed)
22
Ground Veal and
22
as
An ampere is a unit of eltctric Brisket
Brisket Monello.) (Freels and
Neck Bones
skin (Kenton and Campbell
(Deckle
cm)
34
cur re n t, and measures the &Cured)
counties) and Snowflake (Mcaka (3anelese)(Omni) CONAN
NO
as
strength or intensity of the cur- Sank.
Cracken county).
N
.
rent.
Of seedsmen's varieties there
Liners (Unannithed).33
-are two: Russet Rural and Green
19
Liners (Blernished)r-„.
.
Sweetbreads -Neck Newt er Pairs under 6 as
se
Mountain. Both these, planted toPairs 6 to 12 at.-.......3
ward the end of June as the
5
Pairs over 12
.
Tongues.
as
others should be, 'give high
Tongues. cured -**
Tangoes. smoked
yields of excellent table quality
Ii*,111.•••
PRAWN
to stay usable, if held in an
---...... 92
li.
Ntr1TON
Kicintrys
LAMB and
ordinary house' celtgr, until
Livers Ildnbleasishec0.......................-....-.........-....................... at
Livere (154•mtehed) ........s................... .......
—..--- 32
MUTTON , 1948's early crop is dug. These
Sweetbreads (Neck)
42
. -.re-. oir,
L.. ........ EI,,
....
-....
are real "winter potatoes."
Toils (Under 1 lb. /
COM Me Mona
f-, •
T
tails (it Ike and upl--....-......-..........-...:...-.-62
88
53
47
33
The land into which they are
30
IS
49
TO001.108..._ ....., ---......-.............................0.........37
48
42 as n is is
to go should have been kept
Tongues InUnared)..------......49
40
43 *33 IS
----t- C
IS
,
1
,
r
a Yonclues freedman
III
-11 clean of
-weeds; preferably the
DRIED B.lila=
------411
•11 .$7, .113 '
_4
10, ..1121,
h Bulk. Dmackrogrod
.
ss
swiss-."
potatoes should be the first crop
as
" A lb . CalloPhaae
41" TO
72 riti li
'rill of the year. Breaking should be
......
ROWS
11. "mmeatmerearn-.....
ie 40 TO
02
IS
SS
22
Theo ceiling prices apply in oil group 1 and group3stores selling thole
IS
as deep as the topsoil, 10 inches,
11
Nests at maul located in the Tale ir-licated in the upper right hand cornier.
, , 1 , 1
1'1'
1111
la
1111
IS ,13
UV 111
1 le 3
s The °bons prem. aro *tabled to We condttions contained le_ ales
for example. Thus, a huge
____••
4 0 4 ^1 1
4.3
41
40
37
IS
I?
111
1ROTE 1.—OROD3ID MEAT. .....
.............-......„-- -----.4
moisture reservior is provided
0,,...
4 1..4 0 .4 I. 4 I 4.il
Is (a/ The rekaller mud not sell any 'ground meat toiler it is around beef."'
against possible drought late this
round 'NIL ground lamb, or ground mutton as defined in Section 20.4
It. had. veal. Iamb and mutton retail
ulotion and he must not sell such
......ground moot at prim. Atoll*, than those
as ei B3 47 El 30 SO summer.
03) II a murtainer buys any retail cut el moot and woints a ground the
The furrows should be 30 to
SI iO4
.4i
ll 143, Il ,I3
19 it4
1,.
Weather may grind that cat.) stoat for Ow customer. only 0 th.
grtn
done Ins manner so th01 1/10 customer con obeerve II. No ockhboo=
36 inches apart, and 5 inches
4;;:4
_Prpe‘Cola ComPanv. Lotto Jelastd Clip,N.2:3
... VISSI $.1 ir.
4 1,4 II
SO
IS
17
10
•
Magee shall nal so se his nor* ar cooler ony ground meat
T
vv. Cc)
deep. In these, the fertilizer
20
III
17
RI
7;
10
•
ground -beet ground not ground lamb. or ground mutton or meat
Pepsi Cola HopkinsvUle Bottling Company
33
33
33
14
33
ITV
III
hos boon bought by 0 C11•10111•T and ground 01 1iNG CU111010•1.0 1.11.1101
le
(4-12-4 or 3-9-8) should be drillSI
20
IS
17
10
• I 7,
Ond WI0ell urrored orsi marked with that customer'. name.
ed and worked into the soil as
_
33
33
33
33
III
ROTE 2.-CUB ItTEJUL
IS
19
7 ... - • 7•
The rebate.' 101+01 not sell any cubed Woks ascent C.. utility and D
deep as possible. This is to pull
or cutters and commis which hove been cubed in advanced on ad*,
Ito customer. buys any retail cut ol rrqot other than Cc.' uldity and DO, viutirry MEATS (Lomb and Mult•sk)
the roots down to where there
cyders aryl canners and wont.it culord. de retorter may cube Mat cut ol meat
21
21 . is moisture and coolness, too.
Broiro ,
lorThe csuricener. only 11th. robing q done in a manner eaglet gut customer
22
sa
Heart '
con'obeetve d and no odchtron a charged the customer ler the cubing.•
Kidney.)
a
a
NOTE 3.-YEJUS.11NO !JUNES
Seed pieces for summer-plant32
liven
The ceding price, for yearhng Iamb cute ol the dilleirvnt grad. ore
26
W
ed potatoes should be slightly
Tongues
lower than the oboe* cptlalQ prices lor tomb. The metier must not *ell
49
S.weetioreade.
--).;""
r4s
email yearIng lamb cuts al choic. oracle at o higher enc. than the ceihng
larger than for the early crop,
price lop the corresponding retail lamb cut 01 good grade, he must rya sell
retail yearling tomb cuts al goad grads at a hogher pr.* than in. ceiling
Th. ',Ate Ike 0.5k.
804 giA••• joa• IS lidS I. Owe el air Perim.
1% to 2 ounces. They should be
lop
prim
the corresponding retail lamb cut ol commercial grade. and, he
abs.. east. wed try Ea Oilire Pb.. Arierstumesm
must not sell retail yeorling Iamb cats al fornmer0001. 0111111, and cull grodes
resmo .
dropped no closer than 15 inch•••
Sqo q.t. ever lemb, 0041•••••• 00.0 .0000.04.' 110M1 311 4.• «Ns•••
91 a higher p.c.. than Ihe ceiling percei Ice the corresponding retail lamb
4.. dolma.. at owe 0.0. 01.0•011 0.0• 06•01..1 level honk
cut w i,ty ode
es (18 is better), as all late potatoes make large vines. Seed
miles.
at Poole to Green River at East- covering should be level, and the
Lyon County MP 11 AF. The wood Ferry, 9.246 miles.
surface should be kept level.
The attention of prospective Cultivation should be shallow,
Kuttawa-Fredonia Road from
Commonwealth Of Kentucky
bidders
is
called
to
the
prejunction with US 62 in Kuttawa
of the "scratch" variety to conDepartment Of Highways
to the Caldwell County line, 9.594 qualification requirements and serve moisture.
necessity
for
securing
Frankfort, Kentucky
certificate
miles.
This crop of potatoes may
Webster County MP 49 DEH. of eligibility, the special pro- suffer from left-over Colorado
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at The Poole-Sebree-Beech Grove visions covering subletting or asbeetles and flea-beetles and,
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky, Road from junction with US 41 signing the contract and the Department's regulations which specifically, from leaf-hoppers
BILL FOLDS
FOUNTAIN PENS
until 10:00 a.m. Central War
prohibits the issuance of pro- and blight. The control for all
Time on the 29th day of June,
posals after 4:00 p.m. of the day four is Bordeaux mixture to
1945, at which time bids will be
LUGGAGE
BRIEF CASES
preceding the opening of bids.
which calcium arsenate has been
publicly opened and read for the
Further information, bidding added, two tablespoons per galimprovement
of:
*KS
SHAVING SETS
DESK SETS
proposals etc. will be furnished
lon. Three sprays should be
Group MP 1 (I)4O
upon application to the FrankBituminous Seal Coat— ColdOFFICE SUPPLIES
DOPP KITS
fort Office. The right is reserved given, the first when the last of
the potatoes have just come up,
wel‘County MP 222 GIP. The
to reject any and all bids.
Fredonia-Eddyville Road. from
and the second, two weeks later,
June 5, 1945
•
the I. C. Railroad CrossiIig in
I and the last, in two weeks again.
Kentucky
Frankfort,
Fredonia to the Lyon County
line, 2.358 miles.
It is estimated that 90 percent
MP 62 ABE. The Princetonof the sheep in Campbell county
Hopkinsville Road from the east
H OPKINSVILLE
will be treated this season with
corporate limit of Princeton to
the Christian County line, 11.273
phenothiazine.

Ottawa, Ill.—They have an
answer, out at the La Salle
County Home, for the abiding
question: "Can a woman keep
a secret?" An old lady who died
there recently, called "Mary
Jane" never told anyone her
family name or where or how
she lived before she came to
the institution 50 years ago.

May

Beharm To Cause
Alarm,
and yet why sit and wait,
To Learn The Cost
If All Be Lost
To Little And Too Late

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
117 Main St.

Phone 54

Store Will Be Closed Each
Wednesday Afternoon
At 12:00 O'clock Noon For a One-Half Holiday for Our Employees and continuing throughout June, July and August.
Your kind cooperation will be appreciated.

!FfigifFiji?g?6,-tyloiff;i1
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OSTEN 70 LISA SERGiO

Notice Of Bids

NETWORK...EVERY MONDAY

BOTANY LANOLIN...Dry
skin takes its exit co:from

the
regular use of these fine beauty
oids. Extra rich in bnQlln, the
wonder Ingredient that helps to
maintain the oil balance so essential for a lovely complexion.

ORNETTE'S 1

Gay colors on soft
backgrounds.Fancy.
free! Large shapes.

Multi• color mosaic
with Algiers its inspiration! A gem!

0,ur eight-piece bedroom outfit such as the one pictured above,
provides you with bed, vanity, bench, chest, a fine felt cotton
mattress, quality bed springs, two beautiful boudoir lamps.
This lovely suite has a deep walnut finish, well constructed.

It

isn't often you'll have a chance to buy a bedroom suite of such
superb modern beauty and in-built quality for such a low price.

Keep sending your dead stock to war, We
r the grease to make Bombs atid Bullets
lp Hasten Victory.
We will remove your dead stock promptly.
Call us collect.

Kentucky Rendering Works
lephone — David Paynds Service Station
Phone 423

$12950
JORDAN FURNITURE COMPANY
Hopkinsvilles Loading Home Fi?rnithers

Letireights are the beet choice for that
" ether's Day" tie. Tropical Gabardines in
spun ravel have wool lining in knotting
am Slow Rayon Crepes bays fun wool becksod es.tra rayon facing.. Neatly model

Many other FATHER'S DAY Gifts— Handkerchiefs, Shaving Sets, Susponders, Hosiery, Sport Shirts.
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Cpl. Wendell H. Cartwright
Awarded Bronze Star

Heavy Wind, Rain
Cause Serious
Damage To Crops

tions along the Moder River
throught the Siegfried line.
• • •

Trees Blown Down And
Basements Flooded In
Town; Corn, Tobacco,
Hay Hard Hit

Cpl. Wendell H. Cartwright,
son of Otho N. Cartwright, Daw-'Ensign Billy Lipford
son Springs, Route 3, has been Home From S. Pacific
Ensign Billy Lipford, husband
awarded the Bronze Star Medal
for "meritorious achievement in of the former Myrtle Witherconnection with military opera- spoon, is on leave visiting his
tions against the Japanese" on wire and baby here. He has been
Luzon. Corporal Cartwright is a qp duty in the South Pacific
wire chief in the Signal Corps. theater.
• • •
His division participated in the
Maffin Bay and Sansapor cam- William R. Morgan Home
paigns in New Guinea before From European Theater
going to Luzon.
William R. Morgan, gunner of
an Eighth Army Air Force FlyPvt. Jewell Creasey, Jr.
ing Fortress, has returned home
from overseas duty and is visitHome On Furlough
Pvt. Jewell Creasey, Jr., ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
paratrooper, Ft. Benning, Ga., is Robert Morgan, S. Seminary
on furlough visiting his wife, street. Sergeant Morgan served
theater.
little daughter, and parents, Mr. in the European
• • •
and Mrs. J. A. Creasey, Locust
• • •
Sgt. Richard Morgan On

Sgt. Homer Ray Patterson
Home From Overseas
. Sgt. Homer Ray Patterson has
returned home after two years
duty in the European theater. He
is visiting his wife, the former
Edythe Terry, and parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Patterson, W.
Main street. Sergeant Patterson
is an airplane mechanic in the
Army Air Corps.
• •

Pfc. Teddie J. Mitchell
Fought On Moder River
Pfc. Teddie J. Mitchell,
Mechanic street, with the Sixth
Army in Germany, was one of
the doughboys of the 141st Infantry who in 10 days battered the
Wehrmacht from strong posi-

Furlough From Air Base
Sgt. Richard Morgan has reJacksonturned to Miami Beach, Fla., HOOP JR. GETS GARLAND OF ROSES—F. W. Hooper,
holds Hoop Jr., Kentucky Derby winner,
after a furlough here with his ville, Fla.,smiles as heThe
hoop has winner's garland of roses.
at Churchill Downs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jockey
is Eddie Arcaro. (AP Wirephoto)
sikeet.
Morgan, S. Seminary
Sergeant Morgan recently re- Jefferson street. Prior to enter- Local Girl Capped As
turned from overseas duty.
ing the service, he was an em- Nurses' Aid At Texas U.
• • •
ploye of the I. C. Railway Co.
Jeanne Carolyn Ratliff, daugh• • •
Sgt. James B. triffith
ter of Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, S. JefferDischarged After 3 Years
Flier And Wife Visit
son street, was one of the 31
Univcrsity of Texas students
Sgt. James Bart Griffith re- Family At Fredonia
Flight officer John L. Querter- "capped" as nurses' aides in a
turned last Thursday from overseas duty, after having been in mous and Mrs. Quertermous ceremony held recently at the
the service 3 years..., Sergeant have been recent guests of her Brackenridge Austin Nurses
Griffith was given a discharge parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Home in Austin.
under the new point system. He Young, at Fredonia. They are
had been serving in Persia. His now visiting his parents, Mr. Cobb Girl Is Typist In
wife, the former Virginia Hayes, and Mrs. John Quertermous, Adjutant General's Office
and two children, live on N. Frankfort.
Ruth M. Perkins, daughter of
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Perkins,
Hopper
Pfc. Herman E.
Highland Avenue, is a clerkDischarged By Army
typist in the office of the AdPfc. Herman E. Hopper, jutant General, Washington, D.
Princeton, Route 2, was among C. She is a graduate of Cobb
Kentucky soldiers discharged High .School and Murray State
under the Army's adjusted serv- College.
ice rating plan at Camp Atterbury, Ind., last week-end.

Livestock Market

H. A. Flynn, Jr., USNR,
On Atlantic Destroyer
H. A. Flynn, Jr., seaman, first
class, USNR, Nashville, Tenn.,
is serving aboard an Atlantic
Fleet destroyer escort. He is
married and has three children.
His father, H. A. Flynn, Sr., lives
here. Seaman Flynn wears the
American theater and EuropeanAfrican-Middle Eastern Theater
ribbons.

• • •
Cpl. Sam Koltinsky, Jr.
At Home On Furlough

Cpl. Sam Koltinsky, Jr., Army
Air Corps, Salina, Kan., is on
furlough visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Koltinsky,
Eddyville Road.

Constructed of all metal throughout and equipped with heavy duty springs the new Trail-Truck is
sturdy enough to haul any load. The deep bed is
built for a stock-rack addition. Patented safety-hitch
that can be attached to your car or tractor in a
minute's time.
Equipped with New U. S. Royal Tires and Tubes
this trail-truck requires no priority or certificate.
Priced at only $195.00 Complete, you can pay
as little as one-third down and the rest in one year.

Mossi

The livestock market was
steady compared with sales a
week ago on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday, it was announced by Dugan Ordway,
manager. Total sold was 884
head. Baby beeves topped at $14;
No. 1 veals, $16.80 and hogs, $14.45. All hogs, 120 pounds and up
sold at ceiling prices.

NOTICE

•

There will be a called meeting
of Carlisle Orange Post of the
American Legion at the City
Hall, Tuesday night, June 19, at
7:30 o'clock, for election of
officers and other important
business. Veterans, please atltc.
tend.

NRIP4difasps

Heavy wind and rain storms
which visited this county and
other sections of western Kentucky last weekend did many
thousands of dollars in damage
and will have the effect of seriously curtailing corn and tobacco production unless favorable
weather conditions prevail the
next several weeks, County
Agent J. F. Graham said Monday.
In Princeton, many fine trees
were blown down or had large
limbs broken off and the City
street department crew did
yoeman work clearing streets of
dangerous barriers. Some wires
went down in Saturday's wind
storm, interfering with telephone
service, and electric power was
off Saturday afternoon from 2
until nearly 5 o'clock.
In the Tradewater Rive r,
Donalson Creek, Flynn's Fork
and Piney Creek sections water
is standing deep on corn and tobacco fields and it will be at
least two weeks before this
ground can be worked, even if
no further rain falls, Mr. Graham said, making planting and
re-planting of corn and tobacco
very late.- .
Asa Morse reported Monday
morning that water in the Creswell section had been standing
in the bottoms for four days and,
after Saturday night's rain, was
the deepest he had ever seen
there.
A small lake had formed over
tobacco on the Pettit farm and
a tenant house on W. C. Sparks'
farm was completely surrounded
by water Monday morning. John
Mahan reported a four-acre lake
over his tobacco crop. Numerous
reports came in to the county
agent's office of flooded corn and
tobacco crops, and of other
damage from washed ridges.
Hay which had been cut June
2, 4 and 5 and which has had
rainfall on it every day since, is
ruined, Mr. Graham said. Barley,
rye and wheat has been damaged
by heavy wind and rain.
The second cutting of alfalfa
may be better than the first in
this county, Mr. Graham said,
providing too much rain does
not fall in the next week or so,
and pastures have been improved
by the rains of the last week,
altho this improvement would
have been more marked with less
rainfall, he said.
Worst damage to fine old trees
in Princeton was suffered on
Butler School's campus, where
the wind ripped several large

maples and broke one off beyond
salvage.
Lightening struck a dwelling
in White City, occupied by Jim
Simpson, causing a run by the
fire department. Damage was reported slight.
Several downstore stores had
water two feet deep in basements
Saturday and pumps were used
to get rid of this, only to have
another heavy rain fall Sunday
night and Monday morning.

Masonic Meeting

Card Of Thanks

Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
a called meeting 7:30 P.M. Thursday, June 14, 1945 to confer the
First Degree. Brothers take
notice.
Ira C. Glover, Master.
G. W. Towery, Secretary.

We take this
method dt
cereiy thanking Our
friend,
neighbors for their
kindness shown us
during
fire June 5, which destroyed
home. Also the City
firemen
their earnest efforts to save
household goods. These
Ii
Total rainfall here over the deeds will lohg be
rem
weekend was over 6 incites. A. M. by us.
governthe
of
keeper
Harvill,
Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
ment guage, reported.
Jones.
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CHROME
PLATED

PISTON RING
SITS
Type PROVED on
World's Towebest
Proving Groends—Wer's tattle4Ields1
Built to defeat excessive wear in airh
=
and other 11101041, From Arctic
to Tropic d
drome
rings produc•d less friction.
longer. Now you can have them
;•,- In raw wow car--40 low coot!
PATENTS!)4-PC. UCTIONAL 5TH
Positive oil control. Restores power-Prevents urxlue carton? Use len oil!
'L
9i!

;5.25

STOP at Princetou Auto Sales,
Washington St. We have a
reconditioned Model-A motor
lt
for sale.
FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
Locker Plant. see—J. E. or K.
R. Cununins, Telephone 441

Watermelons-Watermelons - Watermelons

RADIO SERVICE-3 doors east
7tp.
of hospital. Bill Mick.

Good old Sweet Georgia Watermelons. Cut red and fine. Enjoy them. The
is very reasonable (small charge for icing) lb. 4c

CLASSIFIED—My house an d
farm, south of Princeton; some
pasture, 2 acres alfalfa hay;
also a mower for sale. Mrs.
Tylene Talley, Henrietta Apts.
1tp.

Virginia Dare—makes I gal.

5
bottle (

INSTANT AID

Delicious drink—Four flavors

FOR SALE—Kentucky certified
103 hybrid seed corn. Deanhill
Farm, Fredonia, Ky. Phone
tfc.
42-J.

Home Owned and Operated By
JOE P. WILCOX
Hiawatha Coleman, M.

price

Clausine R.
acting co
George O.
_Trance, h
"trier to
for co
to the
. election, Sat
statem
VOTERS
WELL CO
re to anno
4ate for

RADIOS FOR SALE—Good used
radios; complete with batteries.
Cornwell Radio Service. Phone
It.
493.
American Beauty

17 oz. jar

.

pkg. 1°‘
GINGER BREAD MIX
Just add water and have a delicious cake
With chicken broth and tomato Juice

Delmonica Egg Noodles, jar
SHINOLA

2 for 15c, ea.

COLA
Nais

SYRUP 12 oz. bottle

21(

Everything used in canning includ ng pint, quart, Vz gallon jar., onellect
zinc' tin plate lids, 2-piece lids, all kinds of jar
rings, extract, acid.. IV"
sugars, spices, etc.
Don't let your blackberries go to waste.
Put them up for winter.
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FRESH,FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Now is the time to insure your tobacco
against damage by wind and hail—
Limits on Burley—up to $300.00 pot- acre
Limits on Dark—up to $150.00 per acre
Rates — 4%
This protection will not cost you any more
to insure now than if you wait until near harvesting time — Insure now and receive full value
for your money.
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Satisfy that craving. Are you Watermelon
hungry? More for Your MoneY
the time.

